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We aim to develop and produce the best solution for your application
in the field of optical measurement technique. To help us to live up to
your expectations and constantly improve our products we need
your ideas and suggestions. Therefore, please let us know about
possible criticism or ideas. We and our international partners are
looking forward to hearing from you.

Thorlabs GmbH

  Warning  

Sections marked by this symbol explain dangers that might result in
personal injury or death. Always read the associated information
carefully, before performing the indicated procedure.

Please read this advice carefully!

This manual also contains "NOTES" and "HINTS" written in this form.

  Attention  

Paragraphs preceded by this symbol explain hazards that could
damage the instrument and the connected equipment or may cause
loss of data.

  Note  
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1   General Information
Thorlabs' Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensors (WFSs) provide accurate measurements of the
wavefront shape and the intensity distribution of optical beams. During operation, light is inci-
dent on a microlens array (MLA), which creates a matrix of focal spots on a CMOS camera
sensor. The WFS application software analyzes the centroid locations of the focal spots and
provides wavefront measurements. Each MLA is permanently mounted in a holder, which fits in
a socket on the front of the sensor head. These holders are easily exchanged, which allows the
user to switch to the best MLA for the application.

 Note 

Each MLA used with a WFS must be both mounted in the custom holder and previously calib-
rated, at the Thorlabs factory, for use with the sensor head. 

The Wavefront Sensors are available with one of three sensor heads, each providing different
camera sensor performance. Each type of Wavefront Sensor Head can be combined with any
one of three different Microlens Array types. The Item # of each product has a prefix that indic-
ates the type of Wavefront Sensor Head and a suffix that indicates the included Microlens Ar-
ray(s).

Wavefront Sensors can also be purchased in kits with two MLAs. 

Wavefront Sensor Heads

WFS20  High-Speed Wavefront Sensor Head

 High-Resolution 1440 x 1080 pixel CMOS Camera, Rectangular 7.20 mm x 5.40
mm Active Area

 External Control Box to Connect the Sensor to the PC via USB 2.0

WFS30  Wavefront Sensor Head 

 1936 x 1216 pixel CMOS Camera, Rectangular 11.34 mm x 7.13 mm Active Area

 Sensor Head Connects Directly to the PC via USB 3.0

WFS40  Large Area Wavefront Sensor Head

 2048 x 2048 pixel CMOS Camera, Square 11.26 mm x 11.26 mm Active Area

 Sensor Connects Directly to the PC via USB 3.0

Microlens Arrays
Up to three different microlens arrays can be calibrated for use with each sensor head. Each
MLA is mounted in a holder that is specific to the type of sensor head. These holders contain-
ing the MLAs can be easily exchanged by the user due to Thorlabs' patented precision mag-
netic holder technology (US Patent No. 8,289,504). Exchanging MLAs allows a single sensor
head to easily adapt to the spatial resolution (lenslet pitch), focal length, wavefront sensitivity,
and dynamic range requirements of different applications. Please see the chapter Microlens
Data  for more information on the microlens arrays.

 Note 

Each specific combination of MLA and sensor head must be calibrated as a set by Thorlabs at
the factory. Individual MLAs that have not been calibrated with the particular sensor head
should not be used.

107
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Wavefront Sensor

Microlens Arrays mounted a holder

5C  based on Thorlabs MLA150-5C

 Chrome Mask with no Anti-Reflection Coating

 Wavelength range: 300 - 1100 nm

 Round Microlenses, Pitch 150 mm, Effective Focal Length 4.1 mm

7AR  based on Thorlabs MLA150-7AR

 Anti-Reflection Coating

 Wavelength range: 400 - 900 nm

 Round Microlenses, Pitch 150 mm, Effective Focal Length 5.2 mm

14AR  based on Thorlabs MLA300-14AR

 Anti-Reflection Coating

 Wavelength range: 400 - 900 nm

 Square Microlenses, Pitch: 300 mm, Effective Focal Length 14.6 mm

 Note 

The specified reflectivity of the AR coated MLA is valid only within the stated wavelength range.
Outside of this wavelength range, the reflectivity may increase significantly. Please see also
section Microlens Data .

In addition to WFS products that include a single mounted MLA, kits are available that include
two mounted MLAs. Please see the available WFS Products and Accessories .  For other re-
quests, please contact  Thorlabs.

C-Mount Adapter
The C-Mount thread on the face of the Wavefront Sensor is compatible with the included Thor-
labs' SM1A9 adapter. This SM1A9 adapter allows the Wavefront Sensor to be integrated with
Thorlabs' line of SM1-threaded components including neutral density (ND) filters, to prevent
device saturation, and lens tubes, to reduce scattered light.

 Attention 

Please find all safety information and warnings concerning this product in the chapter Safety
in the Appendix.

Wavefront Sensor Software

The Wavefront Sensor software required to operate Thorlabs' Wavefront Sensors can be
downloaded from the Thorlabs website. For more information, please see the section Operating
Instructions .

107
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1.1   WFS Products and Accessories

Wavefront Sensor Type and MLA combinations

Item # Wavefront Sensor Head  Included mounted Microlens Array

WFS20-5C
High Speed Wavefront Sensor
(WFS20)

Chrome Mask 300-1100 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-5C)

WFS20-7AR
High Speed Wavefront Sensor
(WFS20)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-7AR)

WFS20-14AR
High Speed Wavefront Sensor
(WFS20)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

WFS30-5C Wavefront Sensor (WFS30) Chrome Mask 300-1100 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-5C)

WFS30-7AR Wavefront Sensor (WFS30) AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-7AR)

WFS30-14AR Wavefront Sensor (WFS30) AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

WFS40-5C
Large Area Wavefront Sensor
(WFS40)

Chrome Mask 300-1100 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-5C)

WFS40-7AR
Large Area Wavefront Sensor
(WFS40)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-7AR)

WFS40-14AR
Large Area Wavefront Sensor
(WFS40)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

For the parts included in the respective products, please see the section Parts List . 

WFS kits with 2 MLAs

You may order a WFS Wavefront Sensor calibrated with two included mounted MLAs in a kit:

Item #s Wavefront Sensor Head Included mounted Microlens Arrays

WFS20-K1 WFS20 (High Speed) Chrome Mask 300-1100 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-5C)
AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

WFS20-K2 WFS20 (High Speed) AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-7AR)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

WFS30-K1 WFS30 Chrome Mask 300-1100 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-5C)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

WFS30-K2 WFS30 AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-7AR)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

WFS40-K1 WFS40 (Large Area) Chrome Mask 300-1100 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-5C)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

WFS40-K2 WFS40 (Large Area) AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 150 µm (MLA150-7AR)

AR-Coated 400-900 nm, pitch 300 µm (MLA300-14AR)

To purchase Wavefront Sensor / Microlens combinations not listed above, please contact
Thorlabs  for support.

 Note 

All Thorlabs Wavefront Sensors are equipped with one mounted microlens array and are avail-
able in both imperial and metric (/M) versions.

14
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Wavefront Sensor

Optional Accessories

Additional Mounted Microlens Arrays

Each wavefront sensor head can be purchased with any combination of the three microlens op-
tions, even if the Item # in the preceding tables do not include the combination of interest. It is
also possible to purchase any of the three microlens array types for your existing sensor head.
Adding an additional mounted microlens array to a WFS is always an upgrade.

Please contact Thorlabs  for pricing of the upgrade.

 Attention 

Each specific combination of a WFS head and an MLA needs to be calibrated as a set by
Thorlabs at the factory. This is because each MLA has individual optical characteristics.

When purchasing an additional MLA for your wavefront sensor head, please follow these steps:

1. Contact Thorlabs for pricing of the upgrade and return instructions (Example: Upgrade of
your WFS30-14AR to WFS30-K1 by adding a mounted MLA150-5C microlens array).

2. Send your complete WFS sensor (including existing mounted MLA (and control box for
WFS20)) for the upgrade to the Thorlabs factory. (Example: Send the WFS30-14AR to
Thorlabs).

3. Upon receipt of your WFS, the sensor head will be additionally calibrated with the newly pur-
chased MLA in a holder. The calibration data will be saved to the internal non-volatile
memory (EEPROM) of the camera. (Example: WFS30 sensor head is calibrated with the
mounted MLA150-5C array).

4. Thorlabs will return the newly calibrated sensor head as you sent it to Thorlabs, along with
the new MLA (Example: WFS30 sensor head, now calibrated for the mounted MLA300-
14AR MLA150-5C arrays, and the two mounted MLAs).

 Note 

The WFS software accepts only one set of calibration data for each mounted MLA type. It is im-
possible to calibrate the same sensor head for two mounted microlens arrays of the same type.

Trigger Cable

An optional trigger cable can be ordered separately to supply an electrical trigger signal to the 
Wavefront Sensor. See chapter Trigger Input   for details.

CAB-WFS20-T1 Trigger Cable for WFS20 Wavefront Sensor head
CAB-DCU-T3 Trigger Cable for WFS30 and WFS40 Wavefront Sensor head

147
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1.2   Requirements

These are the requirements for the PC to be used for remote operation of the Wavefront
Sensor.

1.2.1   Hardware Requirements

CPU: 2 GHz or higher

RAM: 1 GB  

Graphic Card: Min. 256 MB memory (shared)

Graphic Resolution: Min. 1024 x 768 pixels; recommended 1280 x 1024 pixels

Hard Disc: Min.  500 MB free storage space 

USB Interface: WFS20 sensor head: Free USB 2.0 or USB 3.0 port, USB cable ac-
cording the USB 2.0 specification as supplied. A USB 1.1 full speed
port is not sufficient!

WFS30 or WFS40 sensor head: Free USB 3.0 port, USB cable ac-
cording the USB 3.0 specification as supplied. A USB 2.0 port will slow
down the performance. A USB 1.1 full speed port is not sufficient!

Running multiple Wavefront Sensors in parallel using one PC requires an increase in RAM size
and CPU power. The number of processor cores should be at least equal to the number of con-
nected Wavefront Sensors.  

1.2.2   Software Requirements

The Wavefront Sensor software is compatible with the following operating systems:

· Windows® 7 SP1 (32-bit, 64-bit)
· Windows® 8.1 (32-bit, 64-bit)
· Windows® 10 (32-bit, 64-bit)

For operation of the Wavefront Sensor, an NI-VISA™ (version 5.4.0 or higher) is required. A NI-
VISA™ engine comes with the Thorlabs Wavefront Sensor Installation Package, but can also
be downloaded from National Instruments website www.ni.com.

http://www.ni.com
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Wavefront Sensor

2   Operating Principle
The Wavefront Sensor instruments comprise a CMOS camera and a microlens array that is
mounted at a defined distance in front of the camera sensor chip. Each microlens of the lenslet
array collects the light incident to its aperture and generates a single spot on the detector plane
(CMOS camera) that is located at a distance of one focal length behind the lenslets.

Each spot is centered behind the lens that generated it only if the incident wavefront is planar
and parallel to the plane of the lenslets. These are the Reference Spot Positions, also known
as the Reference Spotfield.

In the case of a distorted wavefront incident on the sensor, the focal spot positions shift along
the X and Y directions, away from the optical axis Z of its associated microlens and the prede-
termined Reference Spot. The displacement is described by the angle a.

The above sketch shows that this deviation from the reference spot is caused by the deviation
of the wavefront incident angle on the microlens, or in geometrical terms:
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If W(x,y) describes the shape of the wavefront, then its partial derivatives relative to X and Y are
determined by the spot shift dx and dy respectively, as well as by the distance between mi-
crolens and detector, which usually is equal to the focal length of the microlens fML:

Spot deviations dx and dy are determined by calculating the centroid coordinates of all detect-
able spots and subsequently subtracting the corresponding reference coordinates. The wave-
front shape function W(x,y) is the result of a 2-dimensional integration process of these spot de-
viations.

Please see appendix  for detailed explanation of the data flow in the WFS software.118
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Wavefront Sensor

3   Coordinate Definitions
The Wavefront Sensors use an orthogonal right-
hand coordinate system (x,y,z) as shown to the left.

When looking towards the light source, the x-direc-
tion points towards the right, the y-direction points
up, and the optical beam to be analyzed is propaga-
ting in the z direction towards the entrance aperture
of the Wavefront Sensor.

The graphs in the Wavefront Sensor GUI (Spotfield,
Beam View) are defined in the same way - the posi-
tive X axis points rightwards and the Y axis points
upwards. 

Spotfield Graph

Beam View Graph

In the Wavefront Graph shown in 3D, the cross section in the X/Y plane of the beam is drawn
at the bottom, and the Z axis points upwards. The beam is shown to emerge up from the bot-
tom and the displayed 3D curve will represent the wavefront at the top of the beam.
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Wavefront Graph
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Wavefront Sensor

4   Getting Started

4.1   Parts List

For item numbers with the following Wavefront Sensor Head, verify that you have received the
following components within the package:

WFS20:

1. Wavefront Sensor Head with Dust Cover
2. Control Box with two Mounting Clamps
3. 12 V/1.5 A DC Power Supply with Location-Specific Power Cord
4. Power over Camera Link Cable (PoCL), with one angled and one straight connector, to

connect the Sensor Head to the Control Box
5. USB 2.0 High-Speed Cable, A to Mini-B, 2.0 m
6. SM1A9 C-Mount to SM1 Adapter for Optical Accessories
7. Wavefront Sensor Quick Reference Manual
8. Mounted Microlens Array(s)

If a single MLA was ordered it will be mounted on the sensor head at the factory. If mul-
tiple MLAs are ordered, one mounted MLA of choice will be placed on the sensor head
and the others will be packaged separately. A tool for removing and replacing the mounted
MLA will also be included.

WFS30 or WFS40:

1. Wavefront Sensor Head with the adapter plate with metric (M4 and M6 threads) or imper-
ial ( 8-32 and 1/4"-20 threads) mounting and Dust Cover

2. USB 3.0 High-Speed Cable, A to Micro B, 3.0 m
3. SM1A9 C-Mount to SM1 Adapter for mounting to Optical Accessories
4. Wavefront Sensor Quick Reference Manual
9. Mounted Microlens Array(s)

If a single MLA was ordered it will be mounted on the sensor head at the factory. If mul-
tiple MLAs are ordered, one mounted MLA of choice will be placed on the sensor head
and the others will be packaged separately. A tool for removing and replacing the mounted
MLA will also be included.

Optional Accessories

· Additional, Exchangeable Mounted Microlens Arrays

· Trigger Cable 

4.2   Installing Software

Download the Wavefront Sensor software ZIP archive from the WFS- website, unpack it and
open the installation folder to start the installation by double-clicking the setup.exe file.

 Note 

Do not connect the Wavefront Sensor to the PC prior to installing the software!

 Attention 

Exit all running applications on your PC as the installer may require a reboot of your PC
during installation! 

https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=5287
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4.3   Operating Elements

Operating Elements WFS20-x Series

1 Optical Head with Micro Lens Array (MLA), exchangeable

2 Connector Control Box to Optical Head

3 Control Box Power Supply Input 

4 Trigger Input

5 USB 2.0 Connector

6 Status LED:
Red: USB connected, driver not (yet) installed
Green: Ready

Operating Elements WFS30-x / WFS40-x Series

1 Exchangeable Micro Lens Array (MLA)

2 Combined USB / Digital I/O (Trigger Input )

3 Status LED:
Red: USB connected, driver not (yet) installed
Green: Ready

4 USB 3.0 Micro-B Connector

5 Mounting Adapter

110

111
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4.4   Connecting the Wavefront Sensor

 Note 

Do not connect the Wavefront Sensor to the PC prior to software installation!

Install the Wavefront Sensor application software and USB drivers (all in one package) on your
PC prior to connecting the Wavefront Sensor to your PC. Then connect the sensor head by fol-
lowing the instructions for the wavefront sensor head type, given below. 

WFS20

1. Connect the WFS20 sensor head to the control box using the included PoCL cable.
2. Connect the power supply to the mains supply.
3. Connect the power supply to the control box.
4. Connect the USB port of the control box to computer using the included USB2.0 cable.
5. The software will automatically recognize the wavefront sensor. 

To disconnect the WFS, follow the above steps in the reverse order!

 Attention 

Do not connect or disconnect the Power over Camera Link (PoCL) cable while power is
supplied to the control box! This will damage the electronics!

 Note 

The Wavefront Sensor will not work when connected to a USB 1.1 port! 

WFS30 or WFS40

Connect the Wavefront Sensor to a USB 3.0 port of your computer. Use only the cable included
with the Wavefront Sensor shipment. The software will automatically recognize the WFS.

 Note 

When connecting the wavefront sensor head to the PC for the first time, Windows may show an
erroneous error-message:

"The device driver software was not installed correctly"

In most cases, this error message can be ignored and you can proceed to use the WFS. In
case you can not access the WFS through the software, please see the section Troubleshoot-
ing  in the full manual, downloaded from the software website.

 Attention 

· Do not use cables other than the supplies USB cable because other cables may not sup-
port the high-speed USB transfer rate and high-power requirements of the WFS. Cables
with insufficient performance may cause transmission errors and improper instrument op-
eration!

· Be sure to connect the supplied USB cable to a high speed USB 3.0 port. Connecting the
WFS heads WFS30 and WFS40 to a USB 2.0 port leads to a degradation of performance
(slower data transfer). The Wavefront Sensor will not work when connected to a USB 1.1
port! 

· WFS40 sensor head types consume up to 580 mA via USB. As standard USB 2.0 ports
deliver only a maximum current of 500 mA, these WFS types may not be operable via a
USB 2.0 port at all.

After connecting the instrument to the PC, the operating system recognizes the connected in-
strument, installs the appropriate driver software, and identifies the connected hardware.

119
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 Note 

When connecting the wavefront sensor head to the PC for the first time, Windows may show an
erroneous error-message:

"The device driver software was not installed correctly"

In most cases, this error message can be ignored and you can proceed to use the WFS. In
case you can not access the WFS through the software, please see the section Troubleshoot-
ing  in the full manual, downloaded from the software website.

 Note 

Do not forget to remove the dust cover from the Wavefront Sensor.

 Attention 

Do not stick anything into the Wavefront Sensor's aperture! This may damage the microlens ar-
ray as there is no protective glass in front of it.

Please obeye laser safety rules when handling high power optical beams, particularly focused
beams! Avoid skin irradiation and use laser protection glasses to protect your eyes!

In order to achieve reliable wavefront measurement results, it is necessary to understand the
measurement technique as well as the influence of instrument and software settings. These
settings are described in the following sections; please read them carefully.

4.5   Mounting

WFS20

The WFS20 has four 4-40 threaded taps (1) for use with
Thorlabs ER rods. This is useful for mounting the
WFS20 to the Thorlabs 30 mm cage system assemblies.
Additionally, three taps (2) with M4x0.7 (metric WFS20
versions) or UNC8-32 (imperial WFS20 versions)
threads are located on the bottom of the sensor head for
mounting the WFS20 to standard Thorlabs mounts.

The WFS20 Camera aperture is C-mount threaded as
well. Use the included Thorlabs' SM1A9 adapter (ex-
ternal C-mount thread to internal SM1) to conveniently
mount ND filters, lens tubes (to prevent stray light from
entering the input aperture) or additional optomechanical
components.

WFS30 / WFS40

119
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Wavefront Sensor

An adapter plate with standard metric (M4 and M6) or im-
perial threads (8-32 and 1/2"-20) is included with the ship-
ment and already mounted to the WFS30 and WFS40
models. This allows the instrument to be mounted on
standard Thorlabs posts.
The C-Mount thread of the camera aperture allows other
optical components to be mounted directly to the WFS.
Use the included Thorlabs' SM1A9 adapter (external C-
mount thread to internal SM1) to conveniently mount ND
filters, lens tubes (to prevent stray light from entering the
input aperture) or additional optomechanical components.

https://www.thorlabs.com/search/thorsearch.cfm?search=post
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5   Operating Instruction
All Thorlabs Wavefront Sensors with the sensor heads WFS20, WFS30 or WFS40 are oper-
ated using the Thorlabs Wavefront Sensor software. The software can be downloaded from the
Thorlabs website. 

The Wavefront Sensor software provides functions for:

· Instrument Setup

· Instrument Calibration

· Measurement Setup

· Graphical Display Options for the Measurement

· Numerical Data Viewing

5.1   Instrument Setup in the Software

After starting the application, the connected hardware is recognized; click "Select" to choose
the desired device:

If no entry can be seen, click Refresh to update the list of available Wavefront Sensor instru-
ments. If there is still no instrument displayed please refer to the Troubleshooting  chapter.

The recognized wavefront sensor will always be named for the sensor head (i.e. WFS40) and
the MLA that the sensor head was first calibrated with (i.e. 5C for MLA150-5C). The currently
installed MLA will be selected in a next step. 

The Wavefront Sensor application can be run in several instances. An already connected
wavefront sensor is not selectable and displayed as "Instrument in use":

In case your WFS instrument was calibrated for more than one Microlens Array (MLA) you
need to select the one that is mechanically installed. Identify the installed MLA by the label on
the front of the Wavefront Sensor. 

86
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Wavefront Sensor

Screenshot of a Wavefront Sensor 
with 3 Calibrated MLAs

 Attention 

When the MLA selected in the software is not the MLA physically installed on your Wavefront
Sensor, the measurement data will be incorrect because the software will use calibration data
for the wrong MLA. 

The Wavefront Sensor GUI  opens and displays the beam spotfield taken from the camera.
The connected wavefront sensor type and the selected MLA are displayed in the header.

21
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5.2   Graphical User Interface (GUI)

GUI Areas

1 Recognized instrument and selected MLA
2 Menu bar
3 Tool bar
4 Numerical measurement results
5 Graphical display  consisting of 5 tabs
6 Status bar

The GUI attributes can be adjusted according to your preferences. When exiting the applica-
tion, the actual settings are saved and will be applied when starting the application software
again.

At the first program start, all Wavefront Sensor settings and GUI configurations are set to de-
fault values. Please see section Setup Menu  for individual configurations.

22
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Wavefront Sensor

5.2.1   Menu Bar

5.2.1.1  File Menu

The actual settings of the WFS GUI including configurations of
the graphical displays and the instrument setup are automati-
cally saved when exiting the program. The next time the Wave-
front Sensor software is run, the most recent settings are auto-
matically loaded.

Additionally, the complete instrument and GUI settings can be
saved to a configuration file. The application software can load
this file to restore previous measurement conditions.

· Open Setup ... opens a Wavefront Sensor configuration file
(*.cfg) stored with this application (see below). This configuration
file contains instrument settings (camera, pupil, wavefront) as
well as display and graphical settings.

· Save Setup As ... stores a Wavefront Sensor configuration file (*.cfg) containing all instru-
ment settings (camera, pupil, wavefront) as well as display and graphical settings. Assign a
meaningful individual name to the configuration file.

· Save Spotfield Image Raw... saves the Spotfield Display  as a *.bmp image with the size
of the selected camera resolution.

· Save Spotfield Image... saves the Spotfield Display as a *.bmp image with the size as dis-
played in the software.

· Measurement File Preferences opens a dialog to set the attributes of the measurement data
file:

Separation character: select the separator between two subsequent data val-
ues within a line. Default: "Comma".

Decimal character: This choice is important to ensure compatibility with the Re-
gion and Language settings of the computer where the saved measurement
data shall be processed. Default: "Point".

If the option 'Omit Header Data' is enabled the entire header including the listing of single
wavefront and Zernike fit results is omitted and only the pure data array is saved. This option is
helpful when you want to process the measured wavefront data, e.g. in Microsoft Excelâ.
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· Save Measurement Data (Ctrl + S)

The measured wavefront data can be saved to a text file. The default file extension is .csv
(comma separated values). This file type can be imported directly to Microsoft Excel®.

· Save Centroid Data (Ctrl + C)

The measured centroid positions of the spots visible in the Spotfield Panel  can be saved
to a text file. The default file extension is .csv (comma separated values). This file type can
be loaded directly into Microsoft Excel®.

· Save Power Distribution Data (Ctrl + D)

The measured intensities in arbitrary units of the spots visible in the Spotfield Panel  can
be saved to a text file. The default file extension is .csv (comma separated values). This file
type can be loaded directly into Microsoft Excel®.

When saving data, a dialog window comes up:

Select the location for the saved data file, select a file name, and click 'Save'. The content and
format of the saved data is defined in the 'Measurement File Preferences ' panel, see previ-
ous page.

· Print Window (Ctrl + P)
· Print Graph Only
The Wavefront Sensor software enables the user to print a screen shot of 

 the entire panel or
 the graphical display panel only

· Exit Program

You will be asked to confirm this action.

5.2.1.2  Setup Menu

This menu allows settings to be configured for the:

 Wavefront Sensor: a separate Configuration Panel  opens. Alternatively, click the 
icon in the tool bar or right click to the graph area.

 Graphical display
 DataSocket Interface .

The Graphical display includes five different panels, and each can be configured individually.
These panels can be accessed directly by double clicking to the appropriate display area. De-
tails can be found in chapters Line View Panel , Spotfield Panel , Beam View Panel ,
Wavefront Panel , and Zernike Coefficients Panel .
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5.2.1.2.1  Setup Wavefront Sensor

The Wavefront Sensor GUI automatically starts measuring the applied wavefront using default
parameters. Using these default settings, the instrument is able to make initial measurements.
Nevertheless, it is highly recommended that all settings be reviewed and adjusted to suit the
application..
The setup panel can be accessed via the Menu bar (Menu -> Setup -> Wavefront Sensor...) or
simply by right clicking on the graphical display:

Changes in instrument operation and data display parameters take immediate effect. 

Click 'OK' or close the panel to save the actual settings.

Click 'Cancel' to discard all changes that were made after opening the panel; the settings will
be reverted to the state before opening the panel.

The Setup Panel is divided into five tabs:

· Camera Settings
· Pupil Definition
· Wavefront
· Zernike Fit
· Miscellaneous

 Note 

Please be aware that settings for Camera Image Size, Pupil Definition and Zernike Fit (Zernike
order number) are interdependent and also impact the measurement speed.

If these settings are critical or contradictory, warnings or error messages will appear in the in-
strument status bar, see section Measurement Warnings and Errors  and Minimal Beam and
Pupil Diameter .
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Camera Settings Tab

Trigger Mode allows the synchronization mode to be selected. Three modes are available:

· Continuous - this is the default mode. The images are acquired auto-
matically and continuously by the camera - the camera operates in free
running mode, and the software displays the last available image, which
might be buffered in the camera or in the driver. This mode provides the
fastest measurement speed, but the internal buffering causes a delay of
several frames between the exposure and the appropriate wavefront result.

· Slope HgL (LgH) - this mode enables image acquisition to be syn-
chronized to an external trigger signal, which may be a pulsed laser source or an electrical
function generator. See chapter Trigger Input  for a detailed specification of this input. The
trigger slope can be selected. In addition, a trigger delay can be programmed. The possible
delay range depends on the connected instrument. As soon as a trigger slope is selected,

the WFS waits for the trigger event at the electrical input. Until the trigger is
received, no wavefront measurement or screen update take place. This
state is indicated by the 'Awaiting hardware trigger...' message in the status
bar at the bottom.

 

· Software:The WFS application controls the image acquisition. All buffered images are de-
leted at the start of each new exposure, and new images acquired by the camera are trans-
ferred to the PC. This operating mode is somewhat slower than Continuous mode, but it is
advantageous if a fixed correlation between exposure start and retrieved image is required,
e.g., in control loops.

Camera Image Size defines the active area of the camera that is used for wavefront measure-
ment. This setting should be adapted to the beam size that is applied to the instrument. Limiting
the active image size will reduce the unused sensor area, resulting in an increase of measure-
ment speed by saving the time that is required to transfer data from the sensor head and evalu-
ate the spotfield images.

· Large image sizes allow the chosen pupil diameter to be large, which supports a high Zernike
resolution (Zernike order).
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· The smaller the image size, the fewer spots are used for calculation and thus, maximum
achievable Zernike order decreases. On the other hand, measurement speed increases.

The following image sizes are selectable, depending on the connected WFS instrument:

Camera Image Sizes - WFS20    Camera Image Sizes - WFS30    Camera Image Sizes - WFS40

The highlighted values are start-up defaults. The camera in the Wavefront Sensor instrument
determines the resolution (pixel density) and maximum available sensor area:

Item Sensor Size Max. Sensor Area

WFS20 1.5 MP 1440 x 1080 7.20 mm x 5.40 mm

WFS30 2.4 MP 1936 x 1216 11.34 mm x 7.13 mm

WFS40 4.2 MP 2048 x 2048 11.26 mm x 11.26 mm

In the case that the beam diameter is larger than the maximum sensor area, only the fraction of
the beam cross section incident on the active sensor area can be analyzed by the instrument.
When the input aperture is overfilled, the Wavefront Sensor can still provide correct results.
However, the pupil parameters must be selected carefully (see Pupil Definitions Setup ).

The selectable image sizes for the Wavefront Sensor instruments can be found in the appropri-
ate Technical Data sections (see Appendix ) as well.

The WFS20 instrument offers a binning mode ("bin2"). In this mode, four pixels in a 2x2 grid
are combined and averaged to yield one data point. The result is an increased frame rate with
the trade-off of reduced spatial wavefront resolution.

Similarly, the WFS30 and WFS 40 offer a "sub2" mode, in which subsampling selects a single
pixel out of a 2x2 grid to use for measurement. The measurement speed increases, with the
disadvantage of a lower spatial wavefront resolution and accuracy.

 Note 

Changing the camera resolution will also change the number of detectable spots. If the instru-
ment is operated with a User Calibrated Wavefront Reference , a new User Calibration
may be required!
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Image Averages

Averaging will reduce measurement noise. This can be advantageous when
analyzing a low-light-level source. Setting the number of averages higher than
1 will take multiple images from the camera, average the pixel intensity pixel by
pixel, and output an averaged image to the subsequent evaluating routines.
Due to reduced intensity noise, the accuracy of detected spot centroids is in-
creased.

3, 10, 30, 100 indicate normal averages. The instrument acquires the selected
number of images, performs the average, and then executes data evaluation
and displays the results. As the display is not refreshed until after each set of
images is acquired, this type of averaging reduces the update rate. of numeri-
cal and graphical data on the main panel. This may be a beneficial effect as it
can improve the readability of the numeric results.

Settings 3 roll, 10 roll, 30 roll, 100 roll indicate pseudo rolling averages. Here, the average
of subsequently captured camera images is calculated every time a new image is retrieved. A
new image is added to a buffer that already contains the previous averaged image. The previ-
ous averaged image is weighted (for 100 roll by 99), the new image added and the summarized
image divided by the number of averages (ie 100). This way a pseudo rolling average across
the last 3, 10, 30 or 100 images is retrieved. This type of averaging does not slow down the up-
date rate on the screen.

Exposure Time and Gain

For normal operation it is highly recommended that the 'Auto' setting be se-
lected. In this case, the WFS software automatically analyzes the maximum
image intensity and correspondingly adapts the control parameters 'Exposure
time (ms)' and 'Master Gain' in order to reach a maximum image intensity
close to the 255 digits maximum.

 Note 

For WFS20 instruments, the Master Gain is fixed to 1.0.

In some cases, e.g. if the intensity of the light source is fluctuating, it may be helpful to deactiv-
ate the 'Auto' feature and allow manual adjustments.

The Exposure time range depends on the instrument, see Technical Data.

The Master Gain indicates the analogue amplification factor of the CMOS sensor signal.

To change these values manually, we recommend adjusting the brightness primarily by chan-
ging the exposure time. Increase the Master Gain only if the exposure control does not give the
desired result, as the image noise increases with gain.

Check the actual saturation degree of the camera's AD converter in the Lineview  panel.

 Attention 

Manual settings of 'Exposure time' and 'Master gain' must not lead to image saturation (pixel in-
tensity = 255 digits) or to a low image brightness (maximum intensity < 128 digits), otherwise
measurement errors occur and noise increases.
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Noise Cut Level

The Noise Cut Level defines a brightness level (in digits), which a spot in-
tensity must exceed to be included in the data analysis. This level can be set
to exclude contributions of ambient light and noise terms. This parameter is

set in the Lineview  panel. Since defining such a fixed level is problematic when beam intens-
ities and ambient light are changing, the Auto setting is highly recommended, as it enables dy-
namic adaption to the different intensity levels for each spot area and yields the best results for
centroid calculation.

The noise cut level values can also be set  manually between 0 and 255 digits.

 Attention 

Improper manual settings for 'Noise Cut Level' may lead to increased measurement er-
rors.

Black Level

Black Level is a camera setting that adjusts the brightness level offset for all illu-
minated pixels. It should be adjusted so that the entire minimum line in the 
Lineview  panel  is below zero and the entire maximum line is above zero. In
the case of very high noise level, reduce the setting. "Arbitrary Unit" (a.u.) values

range from 0 to 255.

Examples:

Black Level set to 255 - this  is too high: the lowest intensity pixels (lower
gray curve) show high offset.

Black Level set to 0 is acceptable, as the entire minimum line is below zero,
and the entire maximum intensity line is above zero. The maximum intensity
line includes the low-intensity pixels between the spots, which preserves the
measurement sensitivity.

An automatic adjustment is currently not supported by any of the Thorlabs WFS cameras.
Therefore, it is suggested to check the correct setting.

Set Default

Click on 'Set Default' to restore the factory default values:

· Noise Cut Level = Auto
· Exposure Time and Master Gain = Auto
· Black Level = 0 
· Disable Hardware Trigger

Settings for Camera Image Size and Averaging remain unchanged.
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High-Speed Mode (WFS20 only)

For a detailed description of the differences between Normal and Highspeed Mode please refer
to section WFS20 High Speed Mode .

Pupil Definintion Tab

The pupil defines a circular area within the spot field and wavefront display. It is the physical
representation of a mathematical unit circle (radius = 1).

ated within the pupil are used for fitting the measured wavefront distortions to Zernike functions.
This is accomplished by normalizing the physical centroid positions (in mm or camera pixels) to
the dimensionless positions within the unit circle.

Consequently, a wavefront reconstructed from selected Zernike functions can be calculated
and displayed only within the pupil area.

The Zernike calculations, which require a circular pupil, can also be adapted to elliptical beams.
Set the pupil to an elliptical shape, and the software scales the x and y axes to fit a unit circle.
After completing the calculations, the software scales the results back to the elliptical pupil.

For a measurement, the pupil size and shape are selected to match the diameter of the beam
that is  tested. The measured Zernike coefficients are related to this selected area only. For a
Gaussian beam shape the pupil diameter is often set to its 1/e² diameter.

To define the pupil, Select the Pupil Definition tab in the Setup Wavefront Sensor panel:
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Pupil Diameter (mm)

The Pupil Diameter as set here is twice the normalized radius
(= 1) of the Zernike functions. This Pupil Diameter in mm can
be set manually or automatically.

If Use Beam Width is enabled, the pupil diameter is automati-
cally adapted to the measured beam width. The beam width is measured using the second mo-
ment method and corresponds to the 1/e2 diameter in case of a Gaussian beam shape.

 Note 

The second moment method will calculate accurate beam widths only in the case that ambient
light is shielded from the Wavefront Sensor and the Black Level of the camera is aligned prop-
erly (see Camera Settings ). A positive offset to the beam intensity distribution will lead to
beam diameters larger than real. A manually defined Noise Cut Level in the Camera Set-
tings  is helpful to compensate an increased dark level.

Disable Use Beam Width if the pupil size should be set manually. An elliptical pupil can be set
up by entering different values for X and Y diameter. In this case, the geometric mean of the el-
lipse dimensions defines the diameter of the Zernike circle, and for Zernike calculations the el-
liptical beam is scaled to fit and fill the dimensions of that circle.

 Note 

The option Use Beam Width must be switched off before operating the WFS20 instruments in
High-Speed Mode, because the beam width cannot be measured with a sufficient accuracy in
High-Speed Mode.

 Note 

The pupil diameter must be smaller than the active camera area as defined by Camera Image
Size setting (see Camera Settings ), otherwise the warning "Pupil is larger than selected
camera area" will occur (see section Measurement Warnings and Errors ). This requirement
prevents Zernike calculation errors that would occur if the pupil included regions with no meas-
urement data points (lenslet focal spots).

See section Minimal Beam and Pupil Diameter  for the minimal pupil diameter that is required
for calculation of Zernike modes up to a desired order.
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It is recommended that the Circular Pupil be used with the appropriate diameter and center po-
sition. In this case, only the X diameter needs to be entered and the Y diameter is set to the
same value.

Pupil Center (mm)

The pupil center coordinates (in mm) can be set manually or
automatically. 
Enabling Use Beam Centroid is recommended in order to
automatically adapt the pupil center to the measured beam

centroid coordinates. In case of fluctuations of the beam position during the measurement, the
Wavefront Sensor will automatically follow the moving spot. If switching to manual input, use

the  button to set the pupil centroid to the center of the Wavefront Sensor.

 Note 

Manual definition of the pupil center requires a careful and stable beam adjustment, otherwise
the measurement accuracy drops.

It is recommended that the pupil size and position be reviewed and updated using the appropri-
ate functions in the Spot Field and Beam View displays. The Show Pupil option must be en-
abled in the appropriate configuration panels.

 Note 

The option Use Beam Centroid must be switched off when entering the High-Speed Mode of
WFS20 instruments, because the beam centroid cannot be measured with a sufficient accuracy
in High Speed Mode.

Limit Wavefront Calculation and Display to Pupil Interior

By default, the wavefront parameters are calculated over the
entire selected sensor area, while the Zernike functions are cal-

culated only for the area of the pupil interior. Enabling this option will limit the wavefront calcula-
tion and display to the pupil interior as well - the 3D wavefront display on the Wavefront
Panel  will show only the wavefront data within the pupil.

 Note 

Selecting this option influences the total measured wavefront distortions (PV, RMS). Distortions
within the defined pupil area are usually lower that the total measured distortions outside the
pupil.

Set Default

Click on 'Set Default' to activate the factory default values:

· Circular pupil
· Use Beam Width = disabled
· Manual Pupil Diameter = 3 mm
· Use Beam Centroid = enabled
· Limit to Pupil Interior = disabled

Area of Interest (AOI)

The AOI functionality allows the measurement area to be limited to a rectangular region called
the Area of Interest (AOI). Similar to the option “Limit wavefront calculation and display to pupil
interior” that limits the wavefront display and the appropriate numerical parameters to the pupil
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area, the AOI limits measurements to the selected rectangular area. The boundary of this re-
gion is indicated by a yellow rectangle in the Spot Field panel. 

This feature was customer inspired.

This is helpful particularly when rectangular objects are measured using the WFS. For instance,
when components of a HD display are measured with respect to wavefront deformations, the
results should only reflect the properties of the active display area, but not of the surrounding
frames and holders. This way, measurement errors due to uncertainties in detecting spot
centroids at the border of the target area can be prevented.

Setting up the AOI

Set the AOI in the ‘Pupil Definition’ tab.

When the ‘Full Size’ option is enabled (default), the AOI is equal to the actual camera image
size  that is selected.  In this case the yellow rectangle is not displayed in the Spot Field
panel.

To set smaller AOI dimensions, enter the size and center coordinates of the desired AOI and
uncheck the ‘Full Size’ button.

How the AOI works

Limiting the AOI is related to the reference centroid positions; in other words, a detected spot is
masked if its appropriate reference position is outside the AOI.
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AOI Display

Spot Field panel Display:

Double-click onto the Spot Field image to open its configuration. Option ‘Show AOI’ determines
if a user-defined AOI is displayed or not.
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In the Beam View panel there is no special visualization of the AOI, except that the power dis-
tribution outside the AOI is suppressed.

The Wavefront Panel is limited by the AOI as well and wavefront points outside are not dis-
played:

Numerical calculations like the Wavefront Peak-to-Valley or RMS and the entire Zernike calcu-
lation are also reduced to the area within the AOI.

 Note 

For a valid Zernike calculation, it is required that the pupil is well filled with valid spots. An AOI
smaller than the pupil area may cause errors in the Zernike calculation.
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MLA / Wavefront Tab

Microlens Array Selection

The mounted holder with a Microlens Array (MLA), installed on a
Thorlabs Wavefront Sensor can be exchanged,, see Parts List  sec-
tion. Each MLA is factory calibrated with the individual Wavefront
Sensor. The calibration data are saved to the WFS internal non-volatile
memory. In order to supply the correct calibration data to the WFS soft-
ware you need to select the physically installed MLA from the pull down

list.

Selecting a different MLA than was recently used opens an alert message stating that the phys-
ically installed WFS MLA must match the software selection:

 Attention 

Make sure that the MLA selected in the software is the same as the MLA physically installed in
your Wavefront Sensor. Otherwise, the software will use the wrong calibration data, which will
result in incorrect measurement data.

Wavefront Reference

As a part of Thorlabs' factory calibration of the Wavefront Sensors, the centroid positions of all
lenslet spots on the sensor surface are accurately determined for an incident planar wavefront.
The Internal Reference calibration data file contains these centroid positions. To use the this
factory-calibrated internal reference file for the analysis of the measured spot field centroids,
select the Internal Reference option as shown below. 
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This internal reference is based on the well known and highly accurate parameters:

· Pixel grid of the CMOS sensor
(WFS20: 5.0 µm; WFS30: 5.83 µm; WFS40: 5.5 µm)

· Lenslet pitch of the microlens array = 150 or 300 µm, respectively
· Calibrated out-of-center shifts in for a plane wavefront under vertical incidence
· Negligible rotation between the sensor chip and the lenslet array
· Correction parameters for lenslet astigmatism

This internal planar wavefront reference should be used unless the application requires a differ-
ent calibration reference, such as a spherical wavefront reference. In this case, it is possible to
perform User Calibration. There is no default user calibration delivered with the instrument.
Therefore, if 'User Calibrated Reference' id selected, a default reference is created and saved
to the application directory.

This default user reference file is the internal reference. To create and use a different reference
file, perform a User Calibration  using the planar or spherical wavefront user-calibration op-
tions. It is necessary to provide the optical input reference when performing a user calibration.
The planar wavefront user-calibration option can be used to record a reference of an arbitrary
wavefront profile; however, the instrument will ensure that the wavefront meets certain specific-
ations, detailed below, when the spherical wavefront user-calibration option is selected. 

The user reference file name is automatically composed of the

· WFS serial number
· MLA name
· Camera resolution index

for instance WFS_M00224955_MLA150M-5C_2.ref. The file saved to the folder

My Documents\Thorlabs\Wavefront Sensor\Reference

 Note 

Do not change the content of these reference files, they might become unusable!

 Note 

There can be only one User Calibration file defined for each combination of wavefront sensor
head, MLA, and resolution.

Wavefront Unit and Wavelength

Select the desired wavefront measurement units. Units of microns (µ m)
are absolute units. Provide the operating wavelength in nm to use units of
waves.

Switch to the 'waves' unit and then input the operating wavelength of your light source. The ac-
cepted wavelength range is 300 to 1100 nm and corresponds to the wavelength range of the
Wavefront Sensor.

Cancel Average Wavefront Tilt
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In real experiments, the direction of the input beam is not aligned per-
fectly perpendicularly to the sensor area. This means that the meas-

ured wavefront is determined for the most part by tip and tilt; the wavefront deformations are
typically much smaller and cannot be seen in the wavefront panel. Since wavefront tip and tilt is
mostly of less interest, this option allows to omit the average tip and tilt prior to wavefront and
Zernike calculations.

 Note 

The average wavefront tip and tilt will not be removed completely. Small relics are still visible in
terms of Zernike coefficients Z1 and Z2. 

With the option Cancel Average Wavefront Tilt enabled, the displayed Zernike terms Z1 and
Z2 are not related to the original wavefront, but to the tilt-corrected wavefront.

Default Settings

At the first start of the software, the following default settings are in use:

· Wavefront Reference: Internal Reference
· Wavefront Unit: µm
· Operating wavelength: 633 nm
· Cancel Average Wavefront Tilt: Off
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Zernike Fit Tab

Fit up to Zernike Order

Use this control to define the highest order of Zernike polynomials that
should be used to fit the measured wavefront within the pupil area.

According to the well known set of Zernike polynomials, (rn), the highest ra-
dial order, n, determines the number of Zernike modes that contain n or
lower potencies of the pupil radius r.

By default, the highest Zernike order is set to n = 4 which implies a total
number of 15 Zernike modes. The resulting coefficients are displayed as a
bar graph chart on the Zernike Coefficients panel.

The higher the Zernike order, the more Zernike modes are used to recon-
struct the measured wavefront shape. The best wavefront reconstruction is obtained using the
highest Zernike order 10 utilizing a total number of 66 Zernike modes. 

Auto

If 'Auto' is enabled, the Zernike order is set to the highest possible value that is feasible. The
highest number of Zernike modes must not exceed the amount of detected spots within the pu-
pil.

Highest Order in Fourier and Optometric Calculations

This control specifies that Zernike terms up to the selected number of 2,
4, 6 be used to calculate the numerical calculation of the Fourier coeffi-
cients M, J0 and J45 as well as the Optometric parameters Sphere,
Cylinder and Axis.

Mode Selection for Wavefront Reconstruction

This table provides a list of all calculated Zernike coefficients listed in rows. The total number of
rows is determined by the 'Fit up to Zernike Order' control.

The check box at the left side determines whether this mode should be used for a wavefront re-
construction or not. For instance, to see the reconstructed wavefront without primitive modes
piston, tip and tilt (which often dominate the 3D graphic) use the following setting:
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Another example: In order to focus on modes that describe third order (n = 3), do the following
selection:

 Note 

When 'Reconstructed' wavefront is selected, only the selected Zernike Modes will be dis-
played in the Wavefront panel. The numerical value Peak to Valley (PV) and RMS wavefront
distortions depend on this mode selection as well.

For a complete reconstruction using all calculated Zernike modes 'Select all'.

Default Settings

At the first start of the software, the following default settings are in use:

· Fit up to Zernike Order = 4 (manual setting)
· Highest order in Fourier and Optometric calculations = 2
· All Zernike modes selected for wavefront reconstruction
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Miscellaneous

1. Intensity (digits): The maximum pixel intensity (Max) must not reach 255 digits to prevent
sensor saturation Below Mean and RootMeanSquare (RMS), Sat% indicates how many
pixels are in saturation.

2. The calculated values of Spot Diameter are used to verify the optical quality during as-
sembly.

3. The Sample Rate in frames per second (fps) is an indication of the measurement speed.
 

Speed up the measurement

· If the WFS software is connected to the DataSocket  interface, the software is used as
a data source for a user application that is connected via the interface. In this case the
graphical displays become redundant  and the 'Disable Graphics' option can be used to
disable GUI display updates. This saves calculation time and increases measurement
speed. All graphs including the output panel for numerical parameters  are cleared. A
corresponding message in the parameter box and in the status bar will appear:
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· If the image statistics and the spot diameter calculations are of less interest, these calcu-
lations can be omitted. This speeds up the measurements as well. Check the option Dis-
able Extra Calculation.

· The measurement speed can be increased by selecting a lower camera resolution (Cam-
era Settings ), resulting fewer spots used for the calculation.

Default Settings

At the first start of the software, the following default settings are in use:

· Disable Graphics = off
· Disable Extra Data Calculation = off

5.2.1.2.2  DataSocket Configuration

DataSocket is a program interface that is designed for live data exchange between different ap-
plications on the same PC or on different computers connected by a TCP/IP network. The
Wavefront Sensor GUI application is able to send its measurement results to a computer or
database for external usage. Both the measured Wavefront and Zernike parameters includ-
ing the complete data arrays as well as the appropriate setup data are available via
DataSocket transfer.

For more information, please see section Data Socket for Live Data Transfer .

 Note 

Since the DataSocket interface of the Wavefront Sensor software is not capable of controlling
the measurement parameters of the Wavefront Sensor, it is only possible to transmit the meas-
urement data to a DataSocket receiver.

The following possible scenarios are imaginable:

a) PC "A" runs the Wavefront Sensor application that sends the measurement data to the
local DataSocket server running on the same computer. Another application on the same
PC "A" retrieves the data.

b) PC "A" runs the Wavefront Sensor application that sends the measurement data to the
local DataSocket server running on the same computer. An application on a PC "B" re-
trieves the data. PCs "A" and "B" are connected via a network.

c) PC "A" runs the Wavefront Sensor application that sends the measurement data to the re-
mote DataSocket server that is running on PC "B". An application on PC "B" retrieves the
data. 

d) PC "A" runs the Wavefront Sensor application that sends the measurement data to a
DataSocket server which is running on PC "B". An application on a third PC "C" retrieves
the data from the DataSocket server on PC "B". All PCs are connected via a TCP/IP net-
work.

Select the DataSocket Configuration from the Setup Menu:
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Local DataSocket server

If you want to use the local DataSocket server running on the same PC just use the default set-
ting 'dstp://localhost/WFS_WavefrontSensor' and click 'Connect'. The software will automati-
cally start the server if it is available. The status window will inform you about success or failure.

Separate DataSocket server

If you want to use a DataSocket server on a network computer, first start the DataSocket
server on the network computer and configure it according to the description in DataSocket for
Live Data Transfer . Then type in the correct network name of the target network computer
hosting the DataSocket server. For example,

dstp://[pc_name].[domain_name]/WFS_WavefrontSensor.

The name of this computer is displayed in the appropriate DataSocket server panel. Then click
'Connect'. In case of failure, look for firewall settings - these may block the data transfer
(DataSocket for live data transfer ).

Click 'Disconnect' to shut down the connection to the DataSocket server. If you 'Close' the
configuration panel the data connection holds up until it is disconnected or the Wavefront
Sensor application is shut down.

Enable basic data

Check this box to have the software continuously send setup and result data from the WFS
measurement to the DataSocket server. See Available Data Items  for a detailed description
of the submitted data items.

Enable wavefront data

Check this box to transfer the entire wavefront data array to the DataSocket server. As the data
volume increases considerably in comparison with basic data transfer, the transfer speed will
decrease. See Available Data Items  for a detailed description of the submitted data items.

Enable centroid data

Check this box to senD entire centroid data arrays (for X and Y coordinates separately) to the
DataSocket server. The transfer speed will decrease due to the transmitted data volume. See 
Available Data Items  for a detailed description of the submitted data items.
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5.2.1.3  Measurement Menu

This menu includes controls for starting, stopping, and re-starting the measure-
ment.

Stop: F3 or  in the tool bar. Stops the current measurement immediately and
terminates screen updates. The numerical values and data displayed in the

plots are preserved, so that the data can be examined and/or saved. 

Start: F2 or  in the tool bar. Starts / restarts the continuous measurements and displays the
results on the screen.

 Note  

The continuous measurement will stop automatically if severe measurement errors occur. You
will be asked to check settings and to re-start the continuous measurement again.

5.2.1.4  Calibration Menu

Start a user calibration of the incident to the sensor wavefront. The
Wavefront Sensor can be calibrated for a spherical wavefront (tool-
bar:  ) as well as a planar or arbitrary wavefront (toolbar:  ).

A user calibrated reference can increase the measurement accuracy
when the desired wavefront includes small distortions. To perform a user calibration, the de-
sired wavefront is used as an optical input. The resulting User Calibrated reference can then be
used in place of the default internal calibration reference. The user calibrated reference is then
used as the reference against which all subsequent measurements are evaluated, and it will al-
low accurate measurement of wavefront distortions introduced by optical elements in the light
path.

The user reference file name is automatically composed of the

· WFS serial number
· MLA name
· Camera resolution index

for instance WFS_M00224955_MLA150M-5C_2.ref. The file saved to the folder

My Documents\Thorlabs\Wavefront Sensor\Reference

 Note 

Do not change the content of these reference files, they might become unusable!

 Note 

There can be only one User Calibration file defined for each combination of wavefront sensor
head, MLA, and resolution.

After successful user calibration and saving the reference file, the user reference is activated
automatically.

Use the 'Wavefront Reference' in the Wavefront Sensor Setup Panel  to switch between in-
ternal and user calibration.

24
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 Note  

The accuracy of the calibration increases if image averaging is set to > 1, see Camera Settings
Setup  panel.

The generated user calibration data are only valid for the actual MLA and camera image size,
that are selected in the Camera Settings Setup  and Wavefront Setup  panel. Switching to
an other MLA or camera resolution will require a new calibration!

If the 'User Calibration' option is enabled, the stored file for a particular camera, MLA, and res-
olution is automatically loaded at program start and every time the camera resolution or MLA is
changed.

5.2.1.4.1  Spherical Wavefront

User Calibration using a Spherical Wavefront

In order to perform a spherical wavefront user calibration you need to apply a high-quality diver-
gent beam that originates from a point source with a perfect spherical wavefront. A single-mode
fiber output without any collimators or lenses is ideally suited for that purpose. Be sure the
beam is properly aligned to the Wavefront Sensor and fills the selected active camera area
completely.

 Note 

The calibration fails for insufficiently illuminated regions of the camera sensor. Although no er-
ror occurs, the corresponding area will be excluded from further wavefront measurements.

1. Select the Internal Reference in the Wavefront Sensor Setup Panel :

2. Adjust the point source so that it is centered in front of the Wavefront Sensor at a distance in
the range 100 mm to a maximum of 5 m. 

 Note  The geater the distance between the point source and the WFS, the lower the
curvature of the wavefront. In other words, the spot displacements decrease and the meas-
urement of the wavefront curvature becomes more sensitive to noise and ambient light. In
addition, the power density on the CMOS sensors drops with the square of distance, which
also increases the impact of  noise sensitivity on the measurement. For these reasons, it is
recommended that the distance to the source not exceed 500 mm.

The Radius of Curvature (RoC) is calculated and displayed by the WFS software. Assuming
a point source and propagation in air, the RoC is equivalent to the distance between the
camera sensor and the light source.

3. Start the calibration procedure using  Menu à Calibration à Spherical Wavefront or
simply click on the appropriate symbol  in the toolbar. The dialog window illustrates the re-
quired calibration setup:
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4. Click 'Do Calibration' to perform the user calibration. In the case that a user reference is en-
abled, an error message will come up

5. If the RoC is too large (point source too close to the WFS) or too small (point source too far
from the WFS), the following error occurs.

6. Change the setup accordingly and repeat the calibration. Go back to Step 4, Click 'Do Calib-
ration' to perform the user calibration and the following message verifies successful opera-
tion:

7. You are asked to save the reference data to a file. Click 'Yes' to store this user calibration to
a predefined file within your My Documents directory to keep it for future WFS software ses-
sions. Otherwise, if you click 'No' the calibration remains in memory and active, but will be
lost as soon as the software is exited or when the sensor resolution (see Camera Settings
) or the MLA selection (see Wavefront Setup ) is changed.

25
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5.2.1.4.2  Planar Wavefront

User Calibration using a Planar Wavefront

In order to perform a planar wavefront user calibration you need to apply a high-quality beam
that has a perfectly planar wavefront. Be sure the beam is properly aligned to the Wavefront
Sensor and fills the selected active camera area completely.

 Note 

This calibration option can also be used to create a calibration reference of an wavefront with
an arbitrary profile.

 Note 

The calibration fails for insufficiently illuminated regions of the camera sensor. Although no er-
ror occurs, the corresponding area will be excluded from further wavefront measurements.

1. Select the Internal Reference in the Wavefront Sensor Setup Panel :

2. Adjust the light source, start the calibration procedure using  Menu à Calibration à Plane
Wavefront or simply click on the appropriate symbol  in the toolbar. The dialog illustrates
the required calibration setup:

3. Click 'Do Calibration' to perform the user calibration.

4. You are asked to save the reference data to a file. Click 'Yes' to store this user calibration to
a predefined file within your My Documents directory to keep it for future WFS software ses-
sions. Otherwise, if you click 'No' the calibration remains in memory and active, but will be
lost as soon as the software is exited or when the sensor resolution (see Camera Settings
) or the MLA selection (see Wavefront Setup ) is changed.
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5.2.1.5  Display Menu

Select the graphical display panel to be shown in the GUI. The same
selection can be made just by clicking to the appropriate tab of the
graphical display. The displays are explained in section Graphical Dis-
play Panels .

5.2.1.6  Help Menu

· Contents (F1)
This opens the Wavefront Sensor software help file.

· Visit the Thorlabs Website
Open the Thorlabs website at www.thorlabs.com.

· View License Agreement
Display the Thorlabs End User License Agreement.

· About
This displays information about the installed software, driver versions, and the connected
hardware (WFS type, selected MLA and serial number). Please have this information ready
when contacting Thorlabs  for technical support.

51
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5.2.2   Tool Bar

The most common menu functions can be quickly accessed via the tool bar:

Save Measurement Data

Print Window

Setup Wavefront Sensor

Start Measurement

Stop Measurement

Calibrate with Planar Wavefront

Calibrate with Spherical Wavefront

Open the WFS Software online help

5.2.3   Numerical Measurement Results

Numerical measurement results are displayed on the left side of the of the main panel . 

 Note 

These data are valid when no error occurs during image capture and the subsequent data ana-
lysis. To ensure no errors occurred, check the error messages, such as the one shown below,
displayed in the status bar  at the bottom of the GUI.

 Note  

If 'No instrument errors' does not appear in the status window you cannot rely on the meas-
urement results! Please refer to Measurement Warnings and Errors  for a listing of possible
errors.

Beam Data

Calculated from the centroid and the second moment of the entire camera image, the beam
data include the beam center coordinates Ctr x and Ctr y and the beam diameter Dia x and
Dia y in X and Y direction, displayed in mm. In the case of a Gaussian beam shape, the second
moment coincides with the beam width at the standard 1/e2 clip level.

Please take into account that these data cannot give an exact measure of the beam because
the lenslet array in front of the camera and wavefront distortions change the intensity distribu-
tion between the real beam and the camera image. Furthermore, high ambient light levels and
an improper 'Black Level' camera setting (see Camera Settings ) may distort the beam data
results.
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Wavefront Data

These wavefront statistics are displayed in microns or waves, depending on the user selection
(Wavefront Sensor Setup Panel ). Calculated data are related either to the entire wavefront
image or to the pupil interior only. The pupil area defines the area of interest of the beam and
can be defined by the user. Please see the section Pupil Definition Tab for information on en-
tering the pupil parameters.

The calculated wavefront statistics refer to the wavefront display (Measured, Reconstructed or
Difference), selected in the Wavefront Panel :

PV Total Peak-to-Valley value, i.e., the maximum variance of the wavefront in the ob-
served area

RMS Root Mean Squared average value
wRMS Intensity weighted Root Mean Square average value

Higher intensity spots in the pupil center have more weight than lower intensity
spots away from the center.

Fourier Constants

The Fourier Constants M, J0 and J45 are derived from the Zernike coefficients. Depending on
the setting in the Zernike Fit Tab  of the Wavefront Sensor Setup Panel , Zernike orders up
to 2, 4 or 6 are used to calculate these constants. 

Optometric Constants

Optometric Constants are Sphere, Cylinder (in diopters) and the Axis Angle of the cylinder in
degrees. Depending on settings in the Zernike Fit Setup  panel, Zernike orders up to 2, 4 or 6
are used to calculate these constants. 

Radius of Curvature RoC

This parameter is based on the 5th Zernike term 'Defocus' and describes the degree of
curvature of the measured wavefront. All other Zernike terms and corresponding wavefront de-
formations are left unnoticed and only the spherical term is considered. The Radius of
Curvature (RoC) is equal to the distance (in air) between the reference plane of the WFS and
the point source of the spherical wavefront.
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Positive RoC distances represent divergent spherical wavefronts where the point source is loc-
ated in front of the Wavefront Sensor reference plane, whereas negative values indicate a con-
vergent spherical wavefront with a virtual focal point that lies behind the Wavefront Sensor ref-
erence plane. The higher the absolute RoC value, the flatter the corresponding wavefront and
the higher the parallelism of the beam.

In the case of a planar wave front, the Z5 term theoretically should be 0, and the RoC infinite.
As a result, the wavefront sensor will not be able to measure large RoC values accurately. In 
order .to indicate the reduced accuracy of of RoC v
played in the following format:

RMS Variations

Since the Zernike modes are normalized to unity variance, all Zernike coefficients of a particu-
lar order can be summed and expressed as total RMS variation of this Zernike order. The num-
ber of Zernike orders, defined in the Zernike Fit Setup  panel, will determine the number of
output appropriate RMS variation results.

Zernike Modes

The coefficients of the Zernike modes which are determined by a least square fit to the meas-
ured wavefront are displayed either in microns or waves. The mode number is followed by the
order and frequency number of the mode in brackets.

Fit Error

The fit error describes the difference between the measured and the reconstructed wavefront.
A lower value indicates a better fit. Usually, a Zernike fit that uses more modes will reduce the
fit error.
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5.2.4   Graphical Display Panels

The graphical display can be selected either from the menu File -> Display or by clicking to the
appropriate tab below the graph area:

5.2.4.1  Lineview Panel

In this graph, the horizontal intensity distribution of the CMOS camera is displayed. Each point
on the horizontal axis of the diagram corresponds to one column of the CMOS array and dis-
plays both the minimum (gray, at the bottom) and the maximum intensity level (white) of the en-
tire pixel column. The peaks are due to the focusing ability of the lenslet array that concentrates
the intensity within small spots.

This graph is useful for checking the power level of the analyzed beam, particularly with the
auto exposure control disabled. Improper manual settings of the camera will lead to low or sat-
urated peak intensities or to saturation. Avoid this by a proper adjustment of the Exposure
Time and Master Gain (see section Camera Settings ).

The Black Level setting of the camera introduces an offset to the brightness level for all illu-
minated pixels and should be adjusted in such way that the minimum (noise) line is visible. See
section Camera Settings  for a detailed description.

In the Lineview panel the influence of the Noise Cut Level setting can be observed easily. The
Noise Cut Level defines a minimum threshold brightness level. Only measurements from pixels
that exceed this threshold are used during subsequent data analysis. The effect of the Noise
Cut Level on the Lineview panel is shown in the images below. One use of this function is to
mitigate the effect of a significant ambient light level on the determination of spot centroids. The
ambient light background can be rejected by setting the 'Noise cut level' to a value higher than
the valleys in the diagram.
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Noise Cut Level = 0  Noise Cut Level = 50

The example above illustrates the effect when the 'Noise cut level' is changed from 0 (left) to 50
(right).

The Lineview Configuration panel opens by double clicking to the graph area:

The option 'Show Min/Max Lines' is enabled by default and will display a graph with two
curves. Each point of the upper curve (white) displays the maximum and each point of the
lower curve (gray) displays the minimum intensity of the appropriate sensor column.

Switch to 'Show Single Line' in order to enable selection of a single line out of the sensor ar-
ray. Enter the line number into the 'Selected Line' control to see the intensity distribution of the
appropriate CMOS row. The line number ranges from 0 (bottom) to the number of vertical
pixels - 1. The selected line is marked within the Spot Field Panel .

 Note 

This panel display is not available for WFS20 instruments in High-Speed Mode.
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5.2.4.2  Spot Field Panel

The Spot Field panel shows the direct view of the image taken by the CMOS camera. Intensity
levels are displayed as gray scale levels from 0 (black) to 254 digits (white), while saturated
pixels are displayed in red.

The camera resolution and the number of spots in the horizontal and vertical direction can be
selected in the Camera Settings  panel. The Camera Image Size should be chosen slightly
larger than is required to display the entire beam. This ensures that the entire beam is analyzed
as well as minimizing the unused area of the camera sensor. Pixels that are not illuminated by
the beam can contribute to measurement error, and including them in the data analysis also de-
creases the measurement speed. Note that the camera image size affects the camera resolu-
tion, which is the pixel dimensions of the active sensor area.

Additional graphical elements described in the following can be displayed as overlays on the
image.

25
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The Spot Field Configuration panel opens by double clicking on the graph area:

Enable the appropriate option to visualize the graphical items:

Show Image Axes displays the center axis in horizontal and vertical directions.

Mark Center Spot  marks the spot at the image center that acts as the starting point for
the centroid determination algorithm.

Show Spot Shifts  displays the shift between the actual spot position and its corre-
sponding reference position as a gray line, as shown below.
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Show Spot Windows is an option that is available only for WFS20 instruments in high speed
mode (see WFS20 Highspeed Mode ):

WFS20 in Normal Mode
 

WFS20 in High Speed Mode

In normal mode, the software receives the complete image data file measured by the camera.
The Spot Field panel display (left) shows the real camera image and measured spots. In con-
trast, when WFS20 instruments operate in High-Speed Mode, only the calculated centroid loca-
tions of the spots are sent from the control box to the software. The Spot Field panel display in
High-Speed Mode (right) consequently depicts the centroid location of each spot within the
defined spot window (green lines). This display allows the user to observe whether the spots
are within their calculation windows.

Show Pupil displays a purple circle or ellipse that represents the actual pupil size and position.

Use this panel with the 'Show Pupil' option activated to interactively align the beam to the
Wavefront Sensor. Only the spots detected within the pupil will contribute to the calculation of
the Zernike fit.

 Note 

The 'Use Beam Centroid' option must be activated in the Pupil Definitions Setup  panel to
show the actual beam centroid.

Align the beam so that the center cross of the pupil coincides with the center image axis.

57
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Show AOI

The WFS software allows an area of interest to be defined (see section Settings ). When this
function is enabled, the position and size of the AOI is shown in yellow and the Zernicke calcu-
lations are based on the data from the AOI only. 

 Note 

For a valid Zernike calculation, it is required that the pupil is well filled with valid spots. An AOI
smaller than the pupil area may cause errors in the Zernike calculation.
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5.2.4.2.1  WFS20 High-Speed Mode

The WFS20 instruments are based on a fast camera and can operate in Normal Mode and the
substantially faster High-Speed Mode. The WFS30 and WFS40 instruments are based on
slower cameras and operate at measurement speeds significantly lower than the WFS20 in-
struments operating in Normal Mode.

What is High-Speed Mode?

Normally, the complete spot field image is transmitted from the camera to the computer and the
wavefront analysis is performed by the WFS software. This method is speed-limited because of
the limited USB 2.0 bandwidth and the calculation speed limitations of the PC.

Compared to Normal Mode there are a number of differences in High-Speed Mode:

· The spot field image is captured inside the camera and won't be transmitted via USB. In-
stead, the camera's FPGA, located in the control box, calculates the spot centroid co-
ordinates. Due to these internal calculations, the pupil center may shift slightly, when
switching from normal to high speed mode.

· Only the calculated centroid positions are transmitted via USB to the GUI.
· Due to the much lower transmitted data volume, the maximum measurement rate in-

creases.
· Shifting the time-consuming centroid calculations to the much faster FPGA reduces the 

CPU load and further calculations (wavefront, Zernike fit) accelerate.

The important advantage is a higher measurement speed, particularly at large camera resolu-
tions.

Along with that, some restrictions and disadvantages take place:

· Centroid calculation windows are no longer dynamically positioned but are placed on a
semi-rigid grid.

· This calculation grid will be configured each time you enter High-Speed Mode and re-
mains fixed afterwards.

· The maximum wavefront dynamic range is lower because spot shifts are limited to the
fixed calculation windows. Therefore, there is an increased risk of incorrect measurements
due to camera saturation!

· In High-Speed Mode, centroid position results become extremely sensitive to the camera's
black level and ambient light because all pixel intensities within the entire spot window
(width x height pixels) contribute to the final centroid result. 

· Further, low black level intensities will shift the result towards the window center. To get
rid of increased black level you have two options:

a) Change the camera analogue black level: It can be lowered so that the pixels between
the spots become zero.

b) An adjustable ‘Noise Cut Level’ similar to that normal mode can be set when the camera
is in High-Speed Mode. Disable the 'Auto' option since it isn't available in
High -Speed Mode, anyway. The camera will subtract this level from
each pixel prior to the centroid calculation.
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For both options, please check the Lineview panel, it should look like this:

Prior to entering the High -Speed Mode, please pay attention to the following setup parameters:

· Exposure Time and Master Gain: Adjust both parameters in order to achieve a sufficient
image intensity but no saturation. You may switch 'Auto' exposure option on for that.

· Black Level of the camera: Adjust this analogue black level in such way that the lower
visible line (indicating the lowest intensity within a pixel column) in the Lineview Panel is
close to or below the zero level.

· Noise Cut Level for centroid determination: In Highspeed Mode this level describes the
number of digits that will be subtracted from each pixel of the detected camera image
prior to the spot determination.

Please refer to section Camera Settings Setup  for a detailed explanation of these settings.

 Note  

The measurement speed is limited by the camera's exposure time. To apply a sufficiently high
power level so that the exposure time can be set much shorter than the time required to acquire
1 frame:

texp << 1/ frame rate

Entering the High-Speed Mode 

The Wavefront Sensor must be initialized in Normal Mode. It is necessary to manually define
the pupil parameters before entering High-Speed Mode, as the beam centroids and beam width
cannot be defined with sufficient accuracy in High-Speed Mode. The following dialog acts as re-
minder.
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Please go to the Wavefront Sensor Setup à Pupil Definition, switch off both options and define
the pupil diameter and position manually. Please consider the hints given in chapter Pupil
Definitions Setup .

Adaption to previously measured spot centroids

If centroid adaption is off ( ) the software defines a rigid grid of spot interroga-
tion windows based on the spot reference positions. Since the actual detected spot centroids
match their reference positions only in case of exactly orthogonal incidence of a pure plane
wavefront, it is likely that some spots of an arbitrary measured wavefront will not fall into the ref-
erence grid. The following error occurs:

Therefore, it is highly recommended to enable option 'Adapt Centroids' ( ). In this
case, the software checks if the spot centroid positions measured in Normal Mode are suitable
to define a grid of calculation windows that can capture all spots. The grid is flexible with re-
spect to window size and offset position in both x and y direction. This flexibility allows adaption
of tilted and spherical wavefronts of a moderate amplitude.

If the above error message occurs, the input wavefront is so excessively deformed that it can-
not be measured in High-Speed Mode.

In High-Speed mode, the status window will display a warning that there is a risk of incorrect
measurement results due to restricted error detection capabilities:

Auto Exposure in High-Speed Mode

It is recommended that Auto Exposure be enabled in High-Speed Mode. This way, a sensor
saturation can be avoided. Overexposure or underexposure (Warnings "Power too high" or
"Power too low" in the status window) lead to wavefront measurement errors. 
Disable the auto exposure feature in High-Speed Mode only in case of a sufficient and nearly
constant input power level.
Another detectable error in high speed mode is the violation of the spot windows by the detec-
ted centroids:

 

 Note  

If this warning occurs, the wavefront measurement is most likely affected by spots that are trun-
cated by their detection windows.
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Achievable Speed

In the section Camera Resolution and Spot Count  the speed enhancement in High-Speed
Mode is represented.

How to get the highest speed?

In addition to the limitations imposed by the Wavefront Sensor and the analyzing software, the
speed is also limited by the calculation of data for the graphic display and image statistics,
which require substantial system resources. 

Further, with the auto exposure feature enabled in High-Speed Mode, the maximum achievable
speed will drop because the camera needs to calculate the actual saturation level for each
frame.

There is an easy way to check the speed performance of the WFS20 sensor and the WFS in-
strument driver: Go to Setup Wavefront Sensor à Miscellaneous  and mark options 'Disable
Graphics' and 'Disable Extra Data Calculation'.

The displayed 'Sample Rate' is the maximum available measurement speed with the current
settings but without a graphical display. This speed is available when writing your own applica-
tion in C or LabView using the WFS instrument driver functions.
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5.2.4.3  Beam View Panel

The Beam View panel provides an overview of the intensity distribution within the active camera
sensor area. This display is comparable to that of a camera-based Beam Profiler, but with the
constraint of a lower resolution.

The lateral resolution is not determined by the camera pixel size as in the case of a real Beam
Profiler, but rather delete by the pitch of the lenslet array. Each point of the displayed intensity
array is derived from the calculated mean intensity of the corresponding spot.

The Beamview Configuration panel opens by double clicking to the graph area:

https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=3483
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'Interpolate Spot Areas' will do an interpolation between the coarse array of measured intens-
ity points. If switched off, the real lateral resolution is visible:

'Show Image Axes' displays the center axis in horizontal and vertical directions.

'Show Beam Diameter' displays a gray circle or ellipse that represents the actual beam dia-
meter and position.

'Show Pupil' displays a purple circle or ellipse that represents the actual pupil size
and position.

 Note 

Usually, there is a difference between the actual size and position of the beam and the pupil.
Both parameters will coincide only if the options 'Use Beam Width' and 'Use Beam Centroid'
are enabled (see Pupil Definitions Setup  panel).

This display is also available for WFS20 instruments in High-Speed Mode with the only differ-
ence being that the appropriate intensities are calculated within the camera's FPGA (control
box).
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5.2.4.4  Wavefront Panel

The Wavefront panel displays the wavefront as a 3D image. The wavefront data array is re-
trieved from the spot shifts which are directly proportional to the local derivatives of the wave-
front. A two-dimensional integration process, starting at the center spot, leads to the wavefront
data.

The wavefront deformation is displayed in the direction of the Z axis, while the base surface,
defined by the x and y axes, is parallel to the cross section of the beam. The wavefront units
can be selected to microns (µm) or waves (see Wavefront Sensor Setup Panel ).

The surface is displayed as a color spectrum. The assignment between color and curve height
is always the same:

· black, purple: lowest wavefront parts
· green: medium
· red, white: highest wavefront parts

With the option 'Limit wavefront calculation and display to pupil interior' (Pupil Definitions
Setup ) enabled, only the wavefront data that are measured within the defined pupil will be
displayed. This can be advantageous in the case that the wavefront measurement outside the
pupil is affected by noise due to low light intensity.
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Wavefront Select Switch

The switch below the graph determines the wavefront type that is displayed:

'Measured' shows the wavefront which is directly calculated from the measured spot deviations
using a 2-dimensional integration.

'Reconstructed' displays the wavefront that is reconstructed using the selected set of the de-
termined Zernike coefficients (Zernike Fit Setup ). The advantages of this display are:

· Selecting only a few Zernike modes of lower order for reconstruction smooths the wave-
front surface (noise canceling).

· The lowest order Zernike modes (for instance Z1 piston, Z2 tip and Z3 tilt) are always
present but they are of less interest. Using an appropriate reconstruction (e.g., starting
from Z4) can omit the Z1, Z2 and Z3 Zernike modes  in order to see only the higher or-
der modes.

· If selecting particular Zernike modes, they can be displayed and analyzed separately.

'Difference' displays the difference between the measured and reconstructed wavefront and is
therefore an indicator of the fit error. 

 Note 

The actual switch setting impacts the calculated wavefront statistics PV, RMS and wRMS (see
Measurement Results ) because the statistic values refer to the selected wavefront (Meas-
ured, Reconstructed or Difference).

Direct rotation, zoom and shifting of the 3D graph

Rotate the graph: Click and hold the left mouse button on the graph, then drag the mouse.

Zoom the graph: Use the mouse wheel.

Shift the graph: Press the Shift key, click and hold the left mouse button while dragging the
mouse.

Double click on the graph area to access the Wavefront Graph Configuration panel:

There are two predefined view adjustments, 'Default 3D view' and  'Default top view'.
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'Default 3D View' arranges the view angles so that all three axes can be seen and the wave-
front can be viewed as a 3D object.

'Default Top View' sets the 'Latitude' view angle to zero and allows a view parallel to the Z axis
towards the X-Y plane. The X-Y plane becomes rectangular and the wavefront height is only in-
dicated by its color.

The following options define the look of the 3D graph

'Gray scale' switches between a color spectrum and a graduated gray color palette

'Contour' inserts contour lines into the graph indicating lines of equal wavefront height

'Hide Z axis' hides the z-axis and the corresponding grid and caption

'2D Projection' collapses the 3D graph to the base X-Y plane

The following items define the view of the 3D graph

'Longitude' determines the rotation angle around the Z axis
'Latitude' determines the view angle to the graph
'Zoom' changes the graph size (range 1...10)

Clicking to Default 3D View adjusts all controls to the default 3D view, while Default Top View
rotates the graph to achieve a top view of the profile. The default top view zoom level of 2 is to
visualize the entire active sensor area without its caption.
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Autoscale

By default, the graph's Z axis is auto-scaled to utilize the full diagram heights, independent of
the wavefront dynamic. Switch the 'Autoscale' option off to enter manually defined values for
the displayed range of the Z axis.

 Note 

The absolute position of the wavefront surface with respect to the Z axis is determined by the
wavefront center that is always set to zero.

Wavefront areas that are not defined because the appropriate spot was not detectable will not
be displayed at all.

Click Cancel or ESC to discard all changes or click OK or close the panel if you want to apply
the changes.
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5.2.4.5  Zernike Coefficients Panel

This panel displays the individual Zernike coefficients , which are the results of the Zernike fit,
as a bar graph.

The Zernike coefficients can be positive or negative. They indicate that the measured wavefront
contains particular Zernike modes; the coefficient stands for the amplitude.

The Zernike Bar Graph Configuration panel opens by double clicking to the graph area:

By default, the vertical axis is scaled automatically. Disabling Autoscale can be advantageous,
if some Zernike coefficients are much larger than the Zernike coefficient of interest, or if the
wavefront is fluctuating. When Autoscale is disabled, the minimum and maximum scale values
must be entered manually.

113
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'Omit Piston + Tip + Tilt': Enable this option to exclude Z1, Z2, and Z3 from bar graph display.
By default, this option is disabled and all calculated Zernike Modes are displayed. However, in
general the lowest order modes (Piston and the wavefront's Tip and Tilt) are of less interest.
They may also have a considerably higher amplitude than the higher order modes of interest,
and enabling this option can reduce the Y axis scale to a more useful range.

'Show RMS wavefront variations in Zernike orders': Enabling this option will change the dis-
play: Instead of the Zernike coefficients, the Zernike orders will be displayed. The value of a
Zernike order is the summation of all Zernike modes of the particular order.

Display of Zernike Coefficients
   

RMS Wavefront Variations in Zernike Orders

Use the 'Omit Piston + Tip + Tilt' option to suppress the display of Zernike Orders 0 and 1.

5.2.5   Status Bar

The Status bar on the bottom of the GUI shows the current status or warns the user in case of
questionable settings. 
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5.2.6   Version and other Program Information

The menu entry Help à About displays application relevant data.

Visit Thorlabs website www.thorlabs.com for downloading available updates.
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5.3   Beam setup using the Software

Prior to making measurements, several aspects of the input beam and a few related Wavefront
Sensor settings should be reviewed and adjusted as necessary. The following sections provide
guidance on aligning the input beam, as well as configuring the system for different beam sizes
and power levels.

5.3.1   Beam Size and Alignment

Beam Size

Use the software to set the active area of the CMOS camera chip to include the full beam while
excluding as much of the unilluminated sensor area as possible (see Camera Settings Setup
).  The unilluminated region of the sensor provides no information about the beam's wavefront.
Measurement speed will increase by excluding this region from the active area, as speed in-
creases with reduced image size.
Beam sizes larger than the available aperture (7.20 mm x 5.40 mm for WFS20; 11.34 mm x
7.13 mm for WFS30 and 11.26 mm x 11.26 mm for WFS40) can compensate for by using a
beam expander (Thorlabs GBE02 through GBE20 series) used in reverse.

Alignment

Position the Wavefront Sensor so that the beam is normally incident on the sensor. To reduce
unwanted reflections back into the source, rotate (tilt) the Wavefront Sensor slightly from this
alignment.

Align the incident beam to the center of the entrance aperture of the Wavefront Sensor. An off-
center beam can be measured as well, provided the full beam is contained within the active
sensor area. However, aligning the beam to the center of the sensor area is recommended.
Verify this alignment by checking the power density distribution displayed in the Beam View
Panel . Enable options 'Show Image Axes' and 'Show Beam Diameter' in order to visualize
the beam position and size with respect to the analyzed sensor area.

  

Alternatively, you can check the correct beam position using the Spotfield Panel . Enable the
diagram options 'Show Image Axes' and 'Show Pupil'.
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Make sure that the 'Use Beam Centroid' option is enabled (Pupil Definitions Setup ) in order
to couple the displayed pupil position to the measured beam centroid position.

5.3.2   Optical Power

Due to the implemented automatic shutter control of the Wavefront Sensor cameras, they can
handle optical input power values over a wide dynamic range. Note that the sensitivity is
strongly wavelength dependent. In particular, the sensitivity drops drastically at the edges of the
wavelength range (400 - 900 nm for WFS20 , WFS30  and WFS40 ), which can allow
higher power beams with wavelengths overlapping these lower sensitivity ranges to be meas-
ured directly. Be aware that a lower-power beam that is focused or small in diameter beam can
saturate the Wavefront Sensor. If the input beam saturates the Wavefront Sensor, an external
attenuator should be used

29
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During operation, observe the status bar at the bottom of the GUI. Take note of any 'Power too
low', 'Power too high' and 'High Ambient light level' errors and correct the power level accord-
ingly. See Measurement Warnings and Errors  chapter for details.

5.4   Measurement Examples

The following picture illustrates a very simple measurement example to explain what a wave-
front is and how the lens position can affect it.

a) A collimation lens (e.g. bi-convex) is positioned at a distance equal to the focal length f of
the lens from a single-mode fiber tip. In this case, the lens collimates the beam into an ex-
actly parallel beam with a planar wavefront.

b) Moving the lens towards the fiber end leads to a divergent beam which increases in dia-
meter on the way to the Wavefront Sensor. Since the speed of light is the same for all rays
within a beam, the wavefront at the outer area lags behind the center rays. The wavefront
is spherical convex, and a spherical wavefront is indicated by a nonzero Zernike 'Defocus'
term, Z5.

c) Moving the lens towards the Wavefront Sensor lets the beam converge - the beam dia-
meter decreases on the way to the Wavefront Sensor and the (virtual) focal point is located
behind the sensor position. The wavefront also has a spherical shape,  but it is spherical
concave.

Application

Such a setup can be used to check the quality of optical fiber collimators. During manufactu-
ring, the correct position of the collimation lens is adjusted until the measured wavefront be-
comes flat and the calculated Zernike coefficient Z5 ('Defocus') becomes close to zero. This
procedure is faster and much more precise than the conventional method using a Beam Pro-
filer which is moved back and forth in order to ensure a constant beam diameter.
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5.5   Measurement Warnings and Errors

Status Bar

During image capture and analysis by the camera, some errors may occur that need to be rec-
ognized and addressed. Read the error message carefully and find a way to remove the cause
of the error.

 Note  

Measurement results are unreliable if an error or warning is indicated within the status window.

Zernike Fit failed! Insufficient spots detected.

This error occurs if the number of detected spots within the pupil is lower than the number of
Zernike modes to be calculated in the least square Zernike fit.

To prevent this error

· Check the analyzed beam for proper alignment and make sure that its intensity dominates
the ambient light level and/or

· Increase the pupil diameter Pupil Definitions  panel and/or
· Reduce the number of Zernike orders in the Zernike Fit  panel.
· Increase the camera resolution (Camera Settings ) in case the pupil diameter is close to

the image size

Low Spot Count within pupil may cause reduced Zernike accuracy!

Even if the number of detected spots within the pupil exceeds the minimum required number,
increased calculation errors may still occur during the Zernike Fit, especially in case of high or-
ders. For this reason, to fit higher order Zernikes (up to order 7-10), an extra spot count of
about 30% is required.

To prevent this warning

· Check the beam that is being analyzed for proper alignment and make sure that its intens-
ity dominates the ambient light level and/or

· Increase the pupil diameter (Pupil Definitions  panel) and/or
· Reduce the number of Zernike orders in the Zernike Fit  panel.
· Increase the camera resolution (Camera Settings ) in case the pupil diameter is close to

the image size

Pupil badly filled with spots, may cause reduced Zernike accuracy!

The pupil area is not properly filled with detected spots up to its full diameter. Because the
number of detected spots is defined by the selected camera resolution, some visible spots at
the border of each camera image remain undetected. The pupil dimension must not be larger
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than the detected spot area. Otherwise, increased calculation errors may still occur during the
Zernike Fit, especially in case of high orders.

To prevent this warning

· Reduce the pupil diameter Pupil Definitions  panel and/or
· Increase the camera resolution (Camera Settings )

Pupil is larger than selected camera area!

The pupil diameter exceeds the camera's active area so that parts of the pupil overlap the in-
active sensor area not used to detect spots and therefore not providing wavefront measure-
ment data.

To prevent this warning

· Reduce the pupil diameter Pupil Definitions  panel and/or
· Increase the camera resolution (Camera Settings ) in case the pupil diameter is close to

the image size.

Power too low!

The detected spot intensity is too low, resulting in an incorrect analysis of the centroid posi-
tions. Check 'Exposure Time' and 'Gain' settings (Camera Settings ). Change the manual set-
ting or enable automatic control of these camera parameters.

If this error occurs even with the highest 'Exposure Time' and 'Gain' setting or if 'Auto Exposure'
is already enabled, the optical input power of the Wavefront Sensor is too low. Increase the
power of your light source or reduce attenuation in front of the Wavefront Sensor.

Power too high, sensor is saturated!

The detected spot intensity is too high, resulting in an incorrect analysis of the centroid posi-
tions. Check 'Exposure Time' and 'Gain' settings (Camera Settings ). Change the manual set-
ting or enable automatic control of these camera parameters.

If this error occurs even with the lowest 'Exposure Time' and 'Gain' setting or if 'Auto Exposure'
is already enabled, the optical input power of the Wavefront Sensor is too high. Decrease the
power of your light source or insert an attenuator (e.g., neutral density filter) in front of the
Wavefront Sensor.
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Spot contrast too low!

The camera image suffers from low contrast, i.e., the brightness difference between the spots
and the ambient area is too low. This can be caused by manually entering an inappropriate ex-
posure time (Camera Settings ) or unwanted stray light entering the input aperture of the
Wavefront Sensor. Shield the measurement beam path and the WFS input from stray light or
increase the optical power of your light source.

High ambient light level!

There is a high ambient light level entering the camera that decreases the contrast between the
spot peaks and the dark areas in between. Shield the WFS input from ambient light or increase
the optical power of your light source.

Awaiting hardware trigger...

This status message indicates that no update of numerical and graphical measurement data is
visible because the WFS trigger function was activated and no trigger event has occurred yet.
Apply a trigger signal using the trigger cable (see Trigger Input  for details) or disable the
hardware trigger in the Camera Settings .

Measurement stopped

This status message indicates that the continuous measurement has been stopped either by
the user or due to occurrence of another error. The displayed data and graphs do not show ac-
tual wavefront data.

Graphics disabled

This status message notifies that all graphics and the numerical results have been disabled in
order to speed up the sampling rate. See the setup menu Miscellaneous . 
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Connection to instrument lost

This status message indicates that a USB interface error occurred. Check the USB connection,
then restart the Wavefront Sensor application again.

Additional errors in High-Speed Mode

This status message warns of the risk of incorrect measurement results in High-Speed Mode
due to restricted error detection capabilities. For instance, the image saturation level is not de-
tected.

Spot centroids mismatched

After entering the High-Speed mode, the detected spot centroid positions did not match the cal-
culation windows for High-Speed mode. In other words, the spots were shifted too far and can
no longer be detected with the required accuracy.

Enable the option 'Adapt centroids ' prior to entering High-Speed Mode to overcome this situ-
ation.

5.6   DataSocket for Live Data Transfer

The following explanations are related to the National Instrumentsâ DataSocket server. It
comes with the Wavefront Sensor installation package. Originally, it is included in LabWin-
dows/CVIâ and LabViewâ packages or is available from the National Instrumentsâ download
website 

http://digital.ni.com/public.nsf/allkb/40295802535E31B686256E91001859AB .

Starting the DataSocket server  

When the National Instrumentsâ DataSocket server is installed on a local host it can be started
from the Start prompt of the PC:

    

Even when the panel is closed, the server will remain active and is visible in the
task bar.
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DataSocket Server Configuration

The DataSocket server needs to be configured for Wavefront Sensor data transfer to permit
Read and Write access by the connected computers. In addition, the writer application, that is
the PC operating the Wavefront Sensor, requires permissions as a creator of new data items.

Open the DataSocket Server Manager. Click on 'Creators' and set 'everyhost' to be allowed to
create new data items. Repeat this also for the groups 'Default Readers' and 'Default Writers'.

Save the changed settings (Ctrl+S) and close the panel.

The DataSocket server must be restarted in order to update these settings. Shut it down using
the appropriate menu entry and start it again:

 Note  

Closing the server panel is not sufficient to update the setting. The DataSocket server needs to
be relaunched to start with the new configuration!

Firewall configuration

The firewall software integrated in Windows® operating systems might be configured to block
access to the DataSocket server. Make sure that the firewall is switched off or - in the case that
your IT policies require an activated firewall - that the 'National Instruments DataSocket Server'
is marked as an Allowed Program. 
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5.6.1   Available Data Items

With the activated 'Enable basic data' option in the DataSocket configuration panel, the follow-
ing data items from the actual Wavefront Sensor measurement are sent to the DataSocket
server. As soon as a measurement is completed, the data on the DataSocket server are up-
dated.

Measurement results in 'float' format may contain the coding 'NaN' which stands for 'Not A
Number'. This indicates that the parameter is not available. Data are split in two groups: Wave-
front Sensor settings and measurement results.

Wavefront Sensor settings are:

Data Item Format Unit / example

Instrument_Name string e.g. "WFS30-5C Wavefront Sensor"

Serial_Number string e.g. "M00224955"

Wavelength float e.g. "633.000"

Wavefront_Unit_Um_Waves short 0 = µm, 1 = waves

Wavefront_Data_EntireArea_Pupil short data relate to 0 = entire area, 1 = pupil

Wavefront_Type_Meas_Recon_Diff short 0 = measured, 1 = reconstructed, 2 = difference

Zernike_Orders short number of Zernike orders

Zernike_Modes short number of Zernike modes

Wavefront Sensor results are:

Data Item Format Unit / example

Beam_Center_X float [mm]

Beam_Center_Y float [mm]

Beam_Diameter_X float [mm]

Beam_Diameter_Y float [mm]

Wavefront_PV float (unit according to Wavefront_Unit_Um_Waves)

Wavefront_RMS float (unit according to Wavefront_Unit_Um_Waves)

Wavefront_wRMS float (unit according to Wavefront_Unit_Um_Waves)

Fourier_M float

Fourier_J0 float

Fourier_J45 float

Optometric_Sphere float

Optometric_Cylinder float

Optometric_Axis float [deg]

RoC_mm float [mm]

Wavefront_Variations float array (unit according to Wavefront_Unit_Um_Waves)

Zernike float array (unit according to Wavefront_Unit_Um_Waves)

Fit_Error_Mean_Arcmin float arcmin

Fit_Error_StdDev_Arcmin float arcmin
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With the activated 'Enable wavefront data' option in the DataSocket configuration panel the
following data items from the actual Wavefront Sensor measurement are sent to the
DataSocket server:

Data Item Format Unit / example

Wavefront_Spots_X short required array size in x direction (2nd index)

Wavefront_Spots_Y short required array size in y direction (1st index)

Wavefront float array (unit according to Wavefront_Unit_Um_Waves)

With the activated 'Enable centroid data' option in the DataSocket configuration panel, the raw
spot centroid data arrays from the actual Wavefront Sensor measurement are sent to the
DataSocket server:

Data Item Format Unit / example

Centroids_X short required array size in x direction (2nd index)

Centroids_Y short required array size in y direction (1st index)

Centroid_Pos_X float array centroid x-coordinates in [pixels]

Centroid_Pos_Y float array centroid y-coordinates in [pixels]

Both X and Y centroid arrays contain spot coordinates in units of pixels. Lowest indices are re-
lated to the upper left corner of the selected camera image size.

 Note  

Format of Centroid_Pos_X and Centroid_Pos_Y data arrays were changed in software release
2.0 from double to float!
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5.6.2   WFS Receiver Application sample

The Wavefront Sensor software package contains the sample application WFS_Receiver.exe
for demonstrating the data transfer using DataSocket. The sample application can be started
from the desktop icon, from the Windows Start button (All Programs - Thorlabs-Wavefront
Sensor - WFS_Receiver) or directly from it's location:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Thorlabs\Wavefront Sensor\WFS_Receiver\WFS_Receiver.exe

Below is a screen shot of this panel.

1. Connect to the same DataSocket server where the Wavefront Sensor application is sending
the data to.

2. Click 'Connect (Auto Update)' for connecting and automatically updating the data items as
soon as they are modified on the DataSocket server. 

3. Mark the 'Enable beep when data is updated' switch for an acoustic signal on each data
update.

4. An update is carried out automatically by the callback routine 'DSCallback (...)' which is fired
whenever data or status on the DataSocket is changed. 

5. When 'Connect (Man Update)' was used, an update is only done by a click on 'Update'.

See the sample source code WFS_Receiver.c (it is installed to the same directory as the
WFS_Receiver.exe) for detailed information of how programming is done.
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6   Write Your Own Application
In order to write your own application, you need a specific instrument driver and some tools for
use in different programming environments. The driver and tools are installed to your computer
during software installation and cannot be found in the installation package.

In this section the location of drivers and files, required for programming in different environ-
ments, are given for installation under Windows® VISTA, Windows® 7, Windows® 8.x and Win-
dows® 10 (32 and 64 bit).

 Note 

Wavefront Sensor software and drivers contains 32 bit and 64 bit applications. 

In 32 bit systems, only the 32 bit components are installed to 

C:\Program Files\…

In 64 bit systems the 64 bit components are being installed to

C:\Program Files\…

while 32 bit components can be found at

C:\Program Files (x86)\…

In the table below you will find a summary of what files you need for particular programming en-
vironments.

Programming environment Necessary files

C, C++, CVI *.fp (function panel file; CVI IDE only)
*.h (header file)
*.lib (static library)
*.dll (dynamic linked library)

C# .net wrapper dll

Visual Studio *.h (header file)
*.lib (static library)
or 
.net wrapper dll

LabView™ *.fp (function panel) and NI VISA™ instrument driver 
LabVIEW™ driver VI's are provided with the *.llb container file
 Note: LabVIEW™ drivers and components are installed only
if a LabVIEW™ installation was recognized.

 Note 

All above environments require also the NI VISA™ instrument driver dll !

During NI-VISA™ Runtime installation, a system environment variable VXIPNPPATH for includ-
ing files is created. It contains information on the installation location of the drivers, which is
usually:

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\.

As this environment variable is required to install the instrument driver software components, it
is necessary to perform a system reboot after installation of NI-VISA™ Runtime.

In the next sections the location of above files is described in detail.
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6.1   32 bit Operating System

VXIpnp Instrument driver:

 Note 

According to the VPP6 (Rev6.1) Standard, the installation of the 32 bit VXIpnp driver includes
both the WINNT and GWINNT frameworks.

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\Bin\WFS_32.dll

This instrument driver is required for all development environments!

Header file

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\include\WFS.h

Static Library

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\lib\msc\WFS_32.lib

Function Panel

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\WFS.fp

Online Help for VXIpnp Instrument driver:

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Manual\WFS.html

NI LabVIEW™ driver (including an example VI)

The LabVIEW™ Driver is a 32 bit driver and compatible with 32bit NI-LabVIEW™ versions 8.5
and higher only.

C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW xxxx\Instr.lib\…
…WFS\WFS.llb

(LabVIEW™ container file with driver vi's -  "LabVIEW™ xxxx" stands for actual LabVIEW™ in-
stallation folder.)

.net wrapper dll

C:\Program Files\Microsoft.NET\Primary Interop Assemblies\…
…Thorlabs.WFS.Interop.dll

Example for C

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\C\sample.c

A C program how to use the WFS driver functions

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\C\…
…sample.exe 

Executable sample program how to use the WFS driver functions.

Example for C#

Solution file:

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\CSharp\…
…Thorlabs.WFS.Demo.sln

Project file
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C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\CSharp\…
…Thorlabs.WFS.Demo.csproj

Executable sample demo 

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\CSharp\…
…WFS_CSharpDemo\bin\Release\WFS_CSharpDemo.exe

Example for LabView™

Included in driver llb container.

6.2   64 bit Operating System

 Note 

According to the VPP6 (Rev6.1) Standard the installation of the 64 bit VXIpnp driver includes
the WINNT, WIN64, GWINNT and GWIN64 frameworks. That means, that the 64 bit driver in-
cludes the 32 bit driver as well. 

In case of a 64 bit operating system, 64bit drivers and applications are installed to 

“C:\Program Files” 

while the 32 bit files - to  

“C:\Program Files (x86)” 

Below are listed both installation locations, so far applicable.

VXIpnp Instrument driver

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\Bin\WFS_32.dll

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\Win64\Bin\WFS_64.dll

 Note 

This instrument driver is required for all development environments! There is no source code
provided for this driver.

Header file

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\include\WFS.h

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\Win64\Include\WFS.h

Static Library

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\lib\msc\WFS_32.lib

C:\Program Files\IVI Foundation\VISA\Win64\Lib_x64\msc\WFS_64.lib

Function Panel

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\WFS.fp

Online Help for VXIpnp Instrument driver:

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Manual\…
…WFS.html

NI LabVIEW™ driver (including an example VI)

C:\Program Files (x86)\National Instruments\LabVIEW xxxx\…
…Instr.lib\WFS\WFS.llb

(LabVIEW™ container file with driver vi's -  "LabVIEW™ xxxx" stands for actual LabVIEW™ in-
stallation folder.)
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.net wrapper dll

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft.NET\Primary Interop Assemblies\…
…Thorlabs.WFS.Interop.dll

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft.NET\Primary Interop Assemblies\…
…Thorlabs.WFS.Interop64.dll

Example for C

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\C\…
…sample.c

C program how to use the WFS driver functions.

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\C\…
…sample.exe 
32bit executable C sample program how to use the WFS driver functions.

Example for C# (same for 32 and 64 bit)

Solution file:

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\…
…Examples\CSharp\Thorlabs.WFS.Demo.sln

Project file

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Founda-
tion\VISA\WinNT\WFS\Examples\CSharp\Thorlabs.WFS.Demo\

… …Thorlabs.WFS.Demo.csproj

Executable sample demo

C:\Program Files (x86)\IVI Foundation\VISA\WinNT\WFS\…
…Examples\CSharp\WFS_CSharpDemo\bin\Release\WFS_CSharpDemo.exe

 Note 

To get a 64bit executable you can set your project options to compile for 64bit targets. You
have to set the references for the executable to the 64bit DLLs (see above, Thorlabs.WFS.In-
terop64.dll).

Example for LabView™

Included in driver llb container.
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7   Maintenance and Service
Protect the Wavefront Sensor from adverse weather conditions. The Wavefront Sensor instru-
ments are not water resistant.

 Attention 

To avoid damage to the instrument, do not expose it to spray, liquids, or solvents!

The unit does not need regular maintenance by the user. It  does not contain any modules
and/or components that can be repaired by the user. Remove dust only using compressed gas
free of oil and water, for example Thorlabs Duster CA4-US or CA4-EU (HFO-1234ze). Keep the
gas nozzle at least at a distance of 4 inches (10 cm) from the mirror surface, otherwise liquid
gas drops may hit the surface and leave visible traces on the mirror surface. 

If a malfunction occurs, please contact Thorlabs  for return instructions. 

Do not remove covers!

7.1   Version Information

Detailed information about the Wavefront Sensor software and driver versions can be found in
the about menu:

  

147
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7.2   Troubleshooting

· No Wavefront Sensor found after software start

 Note 

If the Wavefront Sensor is connected to a different USB port of the PC than before, the
Wavefront Sensor driver must be installed for this USB port, too. Wait a few seconds until
the driver is installed successfully and the WFS is ready to use. See also First Steps .

Ø Check if the Wavefront Sensor is connected to the USB port of the PC using the included
USB cable. 

Ø Make sure that WFS30 and WFS40 devices are connected to a USB 3.0 port on your
computer. USB3.0 ports can be recognized by their blue plastic insert. Additionally,  they

are marked with the USB3   logo.

The LED  at the back of the Wavefront Sensor indicates the instrument state:

- LED = off USB cable or USB port is defective
- LED = red WFS20: DC power supply is missing.

WFS30 / WFS40: Sensor is not recognized by the Windows system; install
the Wavefront Sensor drivers (see Software Installation )

- LED = green Wavefront Sensor is properly installed and ready for operation

Ø Was the Wavefront Sensor software installed completely?

Ø Be sure to have administrative privileges on your computer to install software. Contact
your system administrator in case of trouble.

Ø Click the 'Refresh' button in the 'Select Instrument' dialog. It will take a few seconds to rec-
ognize the instrument.

For verification purposes, check the USB controller branch of the Device Manager in the
Control Panel. If properly installed, the Wavefront Sensor hardware appears in the list as
shown on the next page:

16

15

14
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WFS30 in Device Manager     WFS40 in Device Manager

See also section First Steps .

· Windows error message:  "The device driver software was not installed correctly"

When connecting the wavefront sensor head to the PC for the first time, Windows may show
this erroneous error message.

In most cases, this error message can be ignored and you can proceed to use the WFS. In
case you can not access the WFS through the software, please see the section Troubleshoot-
ing  in the full manual, downloaded from the software website.

· Displayed power values and graphs seem to be frozen

Ø Perhaps the measurement has been stopped. Check the status window at the bottom of
the Wavefront Sensor GUI. If there is a message like this 

just start the measurement again by clicking the  symbol in the toolbar or simply press
'F2'.

Ø If the measurement isn't stopped, the reason may be that the camera is set to a high num-
ber of averages - it will take a long time to get a result in this case. 

Go to the Camera Settings  panel and select a smaller number of aver-
ages.

Ø The trigger functionality was activated but no trigger signal is applied. Check the 'Hard-
ware Trigger' control within the Camera Settings . See the section Trigger Input  for
trigger signal input configuration.

16
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25 111
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· The menu items, toolbar buttons, and setting values in the main panel are not reacting
to your clicks

Ø If there is a Wavefront Sensor pop-up window open, e.g. a 'Wavefront Sensor Message',
the input will interact with this open pop-up window. Close any open pop-up windows to
return to the main panel.

· Erroneous or no measurement data

Ø Check that the correct Microlens Array (MLA) is selected in the Wavefront Setup . You
may have physically installed a different MLA than you selected within the WFS software.

7.3   Exchanging the Microlens Arrays

Up to three exchangeable microlens arrays (MLAs) (see WFS Products and Accessories )
are included with each Thorlabs Wavefront Sensor. The aperture of each MLA is customized
for either the WFS20, WFS30, or WFS40. See chapter Parts List  for details. Microlens ar-
rays are permanently mounted in individual patented precision magnetic holders. One is in-
stalled on the sensor head during operation.

The mounted MLA installed on the sensor head is easily exchanged using a Pickup Tool
(shown below).  Thorlabs includes this Pickup Tool with the instrument when more than one
MLA is ordered for a Wavefront Sensor, or when a Wavefront Sensor is upgraded to include an
additional MLA.

 Attention 

Purchasing an additional MLA for an existing Wavefront Sensor requires returning the Wavefront Sensor to

Thorlabs! The Wavefront Sensor must be calibrated by Thorlabs for use with the additional MLA.
The calibration data are saved to the sensor's internal memory. 

MLA Exchange Instruction:

· Screw the pickup tool into the MLA that is currently mounted to the WFS.
· Pull out the MLA carefully from the aperture, avoid tilting!
· Unscrew the pickup tool from the extracted MLA.
· Store the MLA away in a dust-proof box.
· Unpack the replacement MLA and screw in the pickup tool.
· Prior to installing the replacement MLA, we recommend cleaning it using duster spray. Be

sure to keep a distance of at least 4 inches (10 cm) between the nozzle and the MLA to
avoid damaging it!

· Insert the replacement MLA into the WFS aperture with the pickup hole up. 
· Setup the new MLA in the WFS software .

 Note 

The software cannot recognize the installed MLA. The MLA-Type must be selected in the soft-
ware by the user. Selecting the installed MLA is essential for correct wavefront measurements! 

There are two ways to select the installed MLA in the software:

1. The MLA is exchanged during operation of the WFS: select the present MLA from the pull
down list in the Wavefront/MLA Tab :

35

7

14

35

35

http://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=CA3
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2. The MLA is exchanged while the WFS is not being operated: The correct MLA must be se-
lected after software start in the dialog window, immediately after selecting the WFS : 

 Attention 

Be sure to select the correct MLA in order to avoid serious measurement errors!

7.4   Hot Pixel

In digital imaging, defective pixels that show an intensity that is not related to the incident light
are called hot pixels. Such pixels often appear brighter than ambient light pixels, although in
rare cases they can appear darker. The occurrence of defective pixels is strongly dependent on
exposure time and ambient temperature.

New hot pixel, visible in Lineview panel at horizontal position 200

As a part of the factory calibration, Thorlabs identifies and implements embedded hot pixel cor-
rection for the  Wavefront Sensors. After a long period of time and many temperature cycles,
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the WFS cameras may show new hot pixels that could not be detected during factory calibra-
tion. Although the impact of single pixel defects to the WFS accuracy is negligible, the auto-
matic exposure control may be influenced.
If a new, stable and strong hot pixel (more than 50 digits intensity deviation from ambient
pixels) appears, please return your WFS to Thorlabs for a factory hot pixel compensation.

Please contact Thorlabs  for return instructions.

In rare cases hot pixels may sporadically appear at random image positions. Such single pixel
defects are only visible temporarily, within a single camera frame. The appearance of such
sporadic hot pixels cannot be corrected; the specifications are not violated by temporary hot
pixels. So this is not a return reason.

147
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8.1   Technical Data

8.1.1   WFS20

Item # WFS20-5C WFS20-7AR WFS20-14AR

Microlenses

Microlens Array MLA150-5C MLA150-7AR MLA300-14AR

Substrate Material Fused Silica (Quartz)

Wavelength Range 300 to 1100 nm 400 to 900 nm 400 to 900 nm

Lenslet Pitch 150 µm 300 µm

Lens Diameter 146 µm 295 µm2

Max. Number of Lenslets 47 x 35 23 x 17

Number of Active Lenslets Software Selectable

MLA Aperture Size Ø 9.0 mm

Camera Specifications

Sensor Type CMOS

Resolution max. 1440 x 1080 pix., Software selectable

Aperture Size 7.20 mm x 5.40 mm

Pixel Size 5.0 µm x 5.0 µm

Shutter Global 1)

Exposure Range 4 µs - 83.3 ms

Frame Rate

at 1080 x 1080 Resolution, 2x Bin-
ning, Normal Mode 2) 

69 fps 123 fps

at 1080 x 1080 Resolution, 
High-Speed Mode 2) 

166 fps 226 fps

at 360 x 360 Resolution, High-Speed
Mode 2) 

880 fps 1120 fps

Image Digitization 8 bit

Wavefront Measurement

Wavefront Accuracy 3) l/30 rms @ 633 nm l/60 rms @ 633 nm

Wavefront Sensitivity 4) l/100 rms @ 633 nm l/200 rms @ 633 nm

Wavefront Dynamic Range 5) > 100 l @ 633 nm > 50 l @ 633 nm

Wavefront Slope 6) max. ± 1.0 ° max. ± 0.8 ° max. ± 0.5 °

Local Wavefront Curvature 7) > 7.4 mm > 10.0 mm > 40.0 mm

External Trigger Input Specifications

Trigger Slope Software Selectable; H -> L or L -> H

Safe Input Voltage Range -0.5 to 6.5 V

Maximum LOW Level 1.5 V

Minimum HIGH Level 3.5 V

Input Impedance > 100 kW
Min. Pulse Width 10 µs

Min. Slew Rate 5 V/ns
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WFS20 Minimal Trigger Delay @ Camera Resolution [pixel] (@ exposure time limit)9)

1440 x 1080 5.66 ms (@ <5.4 ms

1080 x 1080 4.77 ms (@ <4.4 ms)

768 x 768 3.66 ms (@ <2.5 ms)

512 x 512 2.93 ms (@ <1.38 ms)

360 x 360 2.57 ms (@ <0.83 ms)

WFS20 Common Specifications

Optical Input C-Mount

Power Supply external; 12 V DC, 1.5 A

Operating Temperature Range 8) +5 to +35 °C

Storage Temperature Range -40 to 70 °C

Warm-Up Time for Rated Accuracy 15 min

Dimensions (W x H x D)
Camera Head
Control Box

56.0 mm x 46.0 mm x 28.3 mm
57.0 mm x 27.5 mm x 95.6 mm

Weight
Camera Head
Control Box

0.13 kg
0.24 kg

1) A global shutter exposes the entire detector at one time.
2) Typical speed without graphical display, depending on PC hardware, 4th order Zernike fit at specific camera res-

olution, min. exposure time. Normal Mode performs image processing on the PC, while High-Speed Mode uses
the internal camera processor.

3) Absolute accuracy using internal reference. Measured in Normal Mode for spherical wavefronts of known RoC.
4) Typical relative accuracy with respect to a reference wavefront (user calibration). Reference and each measure-

ment value are averaged over 10 frames in Normal Mode.
5) Over entire aperture of wavefront sensor, Normal Mode.
6) Maximum local wavefront slope in high speed mode.
7) Radius of wavefront curvature over single lenslet aperture.
8) non-condensing
9) For longer exposure times, the min. trigger delay is increased by a further amount of (exposure time – exposure

time limit)

All technical data are valid at 23 ± 5°C and 45 ± 15% rel. humidity (non condensing)

See MLA Microlens Arrays  for detailed specifications of the supplied mounted Microlens Ar-
rays.

107
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Selectable camera image sizes for WFS20

Image Sizes WFS20x (Normal Mode)

Image Sizes WFS20x (bin2 Mode)
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Camera Resolution and Spot Count

The resolution of the Wavefront Sensor, that is the number of the calculated microlens spots,
depends on the selected camera resolution. Further, the WFS20 instrument offers a binning
mode ("bin2"). In this mode 2 x 2 pixels are combined and averaged. The result is an increased
frame rate with the trade-off of reduced spatial wavefront resolution. The tables below illus-
trates this:

WFS20-5C, WFS20-7AR (150 µm MLA Lens Pitch)

Resolution Spots Spot count
Speed in fps

Normal Mode Normal Mode, bin2 Highspeed Mode

1440 x 1080 47 x 35 1645 23 58 150

1080 x 1080 35 x 35 1225 29 69 166

768 x 768 23 x 23 529 50 144 350

512 x 512 15 x 15 225 79 320 710

360 x 360 11 x 11 121 116 630 880

WFS20-5C and WFS20-7AR: Frame Rate vs. Spot Count
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WFS20-14AR (300 µm MLA Lens Pitch)

Resolution Spots Spot count
Speed in fps

Normal Mode Normal Mode, bin2 Highspeed Mode

1440 x 1080 23 x 17 391 28 92 183

1080 x 1080 17 x 17 289 33 123 226

768 x 768 11 x 11 121 50 258 394

512 x 512 7 x 7 49 79 450 725

360 x 360 5 x 5 25 116 648 1120

WFS20-14AR Frame Rate vs. Spot Count

 Note 

Above frame rate measurements were executed on a PC with Intel Xeon 2.5 GHz, Dual Core
CPU, Win 7 64 bit under the following measurement conditions:

1. Camera settings
· in normal mode, Auto Noise Cut enabled
· min. exposure time, set manually

2. Pupil Definition
· pupil size close to active sensor area

3. Zernike Fit
· 4th order Zernike fit (15 modes)

4. Miscellaneous
· disable graphics and extra data calculation

Disable the DataSocket interface, as this slows down the measurement speed dramatically!
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Typical Wavelength Response

Typical Response of the WFS20 CMOS Camera
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8.1.2   WFS30

Item # WFS30-5C WFS30-7AR WFS30-14AR

Microlenses

Microlens Array Type MLA150-5C MLA150-7AR MLA300-14AR

Substrate Material Fused Silica (Quartz)

Wavelength Range 300 to 1100 nm 400 to 900 nm 400 to 900 nm

Lenslet Pitch 150 µm 300µm

Lens Diameter 146 µm 295 µm2

Max. Number of Lenslets 73 x 45 35 x 21

Number of Active Lenslets Software Selectable, depending on the MLA

MLA Aperture Size 11.5 x 7.5 mm

Camera

Sensor Type CMOS

Resolution max. 1936 x 1216 pixels, Software Selectable

Aperture Size, max. 11.34 mm x 7.13 mm

Pixel Size 5.83 µm x 5.83 µm

Shutter Global

Exposure Range 33 µs - 998 ms

Frame Rate 1)

At 1216 x 1216 Resolution,
7.0 mm Pupil Diameter

10 fps 13 fps

At 768 x 768 Resolution,
4.5 mm Pupil Diameter

21 fps

At 360 x 360 Resolution,
2.0 mm Pupil Diameter

64 fps

Image Digitization 8 bit

Wavefront Measurement

Wavefront Accuracy 2) l/25 rms @ 633 nm l/40 rms @ 633 nm l/60 rms @ 633 nm

Wavefront Sensitivity 3) l/80 rms @ 633 nm l/120 rms @ 633 nm l/200 rms @ 633 nm

Wavefront Dynamic Range 4) > 500 l @ 633 nm > 500 l @ 633 nm > 250 l @ 633 nm

Local Wavefront Curvature 5) > 7.4 mm > 10.0 mm > 40.0 mm

External Trigger Input Specifications

Safe Static Voltage level 0 to 30 V DC

LOW Level 0.0 V to 2.0 V

HIGH Level 5.0 V to 24 V

Input Current, max. < 10 mA

Min Pulse Width 100 µs

Min. Slew Rate 35 V / msec
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WFS30 Common Specifications

Optical Input C-Mount

Power Supply max. 2.4 W, via USB3.0

Operating Temperature Range 6) +5 to +35 °C

Storage Temperature Range -20 to +60 °C

Warm-Up Time for Rated Accuracy 15 min

Dimensions (W x H x D) 29.0 mm x 35.4 mm x 42.6 mm

Weight 0.075 kg

1) Typical speed without graphical display, depending on PC hardware, 4th order Zernike fit at specific camera res-
olution, no subsampling, min. exposure time

2) Absolute accuracy using internal reference. Measured for spherical wavefronts of known RoC.
3) Typical relative accuracy. Achievable after, and with respect to a user calibration, 10 image averages
4) Over entire aperture of wavefront sensor
5) Radius of wavefront curvature over single lenslet aperture
6) non-condensing

All technical data are valid at 23 ± 5°C and 45 ± 15% rel. humidity (non condensing)

See MLA Microlens Arrays  for detailed specifications of the supplied mounted Microlens Ar-
rays.
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Selectable camera image sizes for WFS30

 Note 

The sub2 mode allows to increase the measurement speed by subsampling - only each
second pixel in rows and columns is used, in other words, from an area of 2 x 2 = 4 pixels only
a single pixel is analyzed. The downside of the increased measurement speed is a decrease of
measurement accuracy and spatial wavefront resolution.
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Camera Resolution and Spot Count

The resolution of the Wavefront Sensor, that is the number of the calculated microlens spots,
depends on the selected camera resolution. The table below shows details:

Camera Resolution Aperture [mm]

WFS30-5C, WFS30-7AR
(150 µm MLA Lens Pitch)

WFS30-14AR
(300 µm MLA Lens Pitch)

Spots Spot count Spots Spot count

1936 x 1216 11.34 x 7.13 73 x 45 3285 35 x 21 735

1216 x 1216 7.13 x 7.13 45 x 45 2025 21 x 21 441

1024 x 1024 6.00 x 6.00 39 x 39 1521 19 x 19 361

768 x 768 4.50 x 4.50 29 x 29 841 13 x 13 169

512 x 512 3.00 x 3.00 19 x 19 361 9 x 9 81

360 x 360 2.11 x 2.11 13 x 13 169 5 x 5 25

968 x 608 (sub2) 11.34 x 7.13 73 x 45 3285 35 x 21 735

608 x 608 (sub2) 7.13 x 7.13 45 x 45 2025 21 x 21 441

512 x 512 (sub2) 6.00 x 6.00 39 x 39 1521 19 x 19 361

384 x 384 (sub2) 4.50 x 4.50 29 x 29 841 13 x 13 169

256 x 256 (sub2) 3.00 x 3.00 19 x 19 361 9 x 9 81

180 x 180 (sub2) 2.11 x 2.11 13 x 13 169 5 x 5 25

Typical Wavelength Response

Typical Wavelength Response of the WFS30 CMOS Camera
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8.1.3   WFS40

Item # WFS40-5C WFS40-7AR WFS40-14AR

Microlenses

Microlens Array Type MLA150-5C MLA150-7AR MLA300-14AR

Substrate Material Fused Silica (Quartz)

Wavelength Range 300 to 1100 nm 400 to 900 nm 400 to 900 nm

Lenslet Pitch 150 µm 300µm

Lens Diameter 146 µm 295 µm2

Max. Number of Lenslets 73 x 73 35 x 35

Number of Active Lenslets Software Selectable, depending on the MLA

MLA Aperture Size 11.5 x 11.5 mm

Camera

Sensor Type CMOS

Resolution max. 2048 x 2048 pixels, Software Selectable

Aperture Size, max. 11.26 mm x 11.26 mm

Pixel Size 5.5 µm x 5.5 µm

Shutter Global

Exposure Range 77 µs - 499 ms

Frame Rate 1)

At 2048 x 2048 Resolution,
11.0 mm Pupil Diameter

4.0 fps 5.5 fps

At 1024 x 1024 Resolution,
5.5 mm Pupil Diameter

17 fps 19 fps

At 360 x 360 Resolution,
1.8 mm Pupil Diameter

75 fps 86 fps

Image Digitization 8 bit

Wavefront Measurement

Wavefront Accuracy 2) l/25 rms @ 633 nm l/30 rms @ 633 nm l/40 rms @ 633 nm

Wavefront Sensitivity 3) l/80 rms @ 633 nm l/100 rms @ 633 nm l/120 rms @ 633 nm

Wavefront Dynamic Range 4) > 500 l @ 633 nm > 500 l @ 633 nm > 250 l @ 633 nm

Local Wavefront Curvature 5) > 7.4 mm > 10.0 mm > 40.0 mm

External Trigger Input Specifications

Safe Static Voltage level 0 to 30 V DC

LOW Level 0.0 V to 2.0 V

HIGH Level 5.0 V to 24 V

Input Current, max. 10 mA

Min Pulse Width 100 µs

Min. Slew Rate 35 V / msec
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WFS40 Common Specifications

Optical Input C-Mount

Power Supply max. 2.9 W, via USB3.0

Operating Temperature Range 6) +5 to +35 °C

Storage Temperature Range -20 to +60 °C

Warm-Up Time for Rated Accuracy 15 min

Dimensions (W x H x D) 29.0 mm x 35.4 mm x 42.6 mm

Weight 0.075 kg

1) Typical speed without graphical display, depending on PC hardware, 4th order Zernike fit at specific camera res-
olution, no subsampling, min. exposure time

2) Absolute accuracy using internal reference. Measured for spherical wavefronts of known RoC.
3) Typical relative accuracy. Achievable after, and with respect to a user calibration, 10 image averages
4) Over entire aperture of wavefront sensor
5) Radius of wavefront curvature over single lenslet aperture
6) non-condensing

See MLA Microlens Arrays  for detailed specifications of the supplied mounted Microlens Ar-
rays.
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Selectable camera image sizes for WFS40 - Normal Mode
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Selectable camera image sizes for WFS40 - "sub2" Mode
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Camera Resolution and Spot Count

The resolution of the Wavefront Sensor, that is the number of the calculated microlens spots,
depends on the selected camera resolution. The table below shows details:

Camera Resolution Aperture [mm]

WFS40-5C, WFS40-7AR
(150 µm MLA Lens Pitch)

WFS40-14AR
(300 µm MLA Lens Pitch)

Spots Spot count Spots Spot count

2048 x 2048 11.26 x 11.26 73 x 73 5329 35 x 35 1225

1536 x 1536 8.45 x 8.45 55 x 55 3025 27 x 27 729

1024 x 1024 5.63 x 5.63 35 x 35 1225 17 x 17 289

768 x 768 4.22 x 4.22 27 x 27 729 13 x 13 169

512 x 512 2.82 x 2.82 17 x 17 289 7 x 7 49

360 x 360 1.98 x 1.98 11 x 11 121 5 x 5 25

1024 x 1024 (sub2) 11.26 x 11.26 73 x 73 5329 35 x 35 1225

768 x 768 (sub2) 8.45 x 8.45 55 x 55 3025 27 x 27 729

512 x 512 (sub2) 5.63 x 5.63 35 x 35 1225 17 x 17 289

384 x 384 (sub2) 4.22 x 4.22 27 x 27 729 13 x 13 169

256 x 256 (sub2) 2.82 x 2.82 17 x 17 289 7 x 7 49

180 x 180 (sub2) 1.98 x 1.98 11 x 11 121 5 x 5 25

Typical Wavelength Response

Typical Wavelength Response of the WFS40 CMOS Camera
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8.1.4   MLA Microlens Arrays

The Wavefront Sensor uses high-quality microlens arrays which are best suited for Shack-Hart-
mann Wavefront Sensor applications. All lenslets are made from fused silica for excellent trans-
mission characteristics from the deep UV to IR and have a plano-convex shape that allows
nearly refraction limited spots.

The lenses are formed using photolithographic techniques based on semiconductor processing
technology, which allows for excellent uniformity in the shape and position of each microlens,
unlike some microlens arrays produced from molded epoxy.

The Wavefront Sensor models WFSxx-5C, WFSxx-7AR and WFSxx-14AR utilize the mounted
microlens arrays MLA150-5C, MLA150-7AR and MLA300-14AR, respectively.

The MLA150-5C has a chrome mask grid that blocks light from being transmitted unless it
passes through a microlens, which increases the image contrast. The MLA150-7AR and
MLA150-14AR have a broadband AR coating that reduces surface reflections in the 400-900
nm spectral region to below 1%.

Microlens Array MLA150-5C (without mounting)

 

Geometric Parameters of the MLA Series (without mounting)

   

Parameter MLA150-5C MLA150-7AR MLA300-14AR

Array Size (h=w)
WFS20 10.0 mm

Array Size (h=w)
WFS30, WFS40

12.0 mm x 12.0 mm

t 1.2 mm

p 150 µm 300 µm

Lens Size 1)
Æ 140 mm

(Cr Mask Win-
dow)

Æ 146 mm
(Lens Diameter) 

295 mm x 295 mm
(Square) 

r 1) 2.54 mm 6.5 mm

f 2) 5.6 mm 14.2 mm

f eff 
3) 4.1 mm 5.2 mm 14.6 mm

1) Info value, not specified

2) Nominal value, ±3% tolerance, Note: when built into a WFS, the effective focal
length may differ!

3) Effective (optimal) focal length when built into a WFS
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Specifications of the MLA Series

Parameter MLA150-5C MLA150-7AR MLA300-14AR

Substrate Material Fused Silica (Quartz)

Wavelength Range 300 - 1100 nm 400 - 900 nm

Free Aperture
WFS20
WFS30 (WxH)
WFS40 (WxH)

 Ø 9 mm
11.5 mm x 7.5 mm

11.5 mm x 11.5 mm 

Lenslet Grid Type Square Grid

Lenslet Pitch 150 µm 300 µm

Lens Shape Round, Plano Convex Spherical Square, Plano Convex Parabolic

Lens Diameter 146 µm 295 µm2

Coating Chrome Mask Anti Reflection

Reflectivity < 25 % < 1 %

Nominal Focal Length 5.6 mm 14.2 mm

Effective Focal Length
(When mounted to WFS)

4.1 mm 5.2 mm 14.6 mm

Array Size
WFS20 10 mm x 10 mm x 1.2 mm

Array Size
WFS30, WFS40

12 mm x 12 mm x 1.2 mm

The WFSxx-7AR and WFSxx-14AR come with an anti-reflection coated (AR) lenslet array. The
following diagram shows the typical reflectivity of the lenslet array. The guaranteed reflectivity
of the coating in the wavelength range 400 to 900 nm is below 1%.

Reflectivity

Reflectivity of MLA150-7AR and MLA300-14AR (including AR - Coating)

 Note  
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The total reflectivity of the Wavefront Sensor instruments may be higher due to reflections from
the CMOS camera chip and its protecting window.

Transmission

Typical Transmission of Fused Silica Material

8.2   Minimal Beam and Pupil Diameter

The detection of higher order wavefront terms up to a certain Zernike order requires a minimum
number of detected microlens spots. The minimum number of spots must equal or exceed the
number of Zernike modes to be calculated. See chapter Zernike Fit and Zernike Modes .

Consequently, this minimum number of spots requires a beam and pupil diameter of at least a
certain minimum size. The following graph shows the dependency for both available microlens
arrays of 150 and 300 µm pitch.

Minimum Beam and Pupil Diameter

113
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For a desired Zernike order, you need to set the pupil to the required diameter within the Pupil
Definitions Setup . Also, your physical beam diameter needs to illuminate at least the same 
camera area so that the required number of spots can be detected.

In case of unfavorable pupil settings, warnings or errors may occur. See chapter Measurement
Warnings and Errors  for a detailed description and suited arrangements for its prevention.

8.3   Trigger Input WFS20

The external trigger input is located at the rear side of the control box, between the USB and
power connector:

Attention

Please see the External Trigger Input specifications  for the allowed voltage level in order to
avoid damage!

Apply the external trigger signal using the trigger cable CAB-WFS20-T1 (available seperately)
as shown below:

29

73
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8.4   Trigger Input WFS30 and WFS40

The WFS30 and WFS40 models have beside the USB3.0 connector a combined I/O and trig-
ger interface at the rear side of the camera housing. The WFS software supports only the trig-
ger functionality.

To use the trigger, connect your trigger source to the WFS instrument using the trigger cable 
CAB-DCU-T3 (available separately). This cable is designed for the camera on which the
WFS30 and WFS40 are based. 

 Attention 

Please see the External Trigger Input specifications  for the allowed voltage level in order to
avoid damage!

Apply the external trigger signal using the trigger cable CAB-DCU-T3 as shown in the following
sketch:

98
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Details on the CAB-DCU-T3

Pin Description Wire Color

Hirose HR25-7TR-8PA(73) 
male socket, camera rear view

1 GND grey

2 Flash OUT (+) green

3 GPIO 1 blue

4 Trigger IN (-) brown

5 Flash OUT (+) yellow

6 GPIO 2 red

7 Trigger IN (+) white

8 VCC OUT pink

This cable can be ordered from Thorlabs (https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnum-
ber=CAB-DCU-T3).

https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=CAB-DCU-T3
https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=CAB-DCU-T3
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8.5   Zernike Fit and Zernike Modes

The wavefront can be expressed in terms of a set of Zernike functions, also called Zernike
modes.

The wavefront W(x,y) is derived from a summation of orthonormal Zernike functions Zn(x,y)

weighted by their amplitudes or Zernike coefficients cn. Generally a least square Zernike fit is

done in order to determine the Zernike coefficients cn.

A variety of definitions exist for these Zernike functions. The Thorlabs Wavefront Sensor soft-
ware and this manual follows the ANSI Standard Z80.28-210, see literature [1] .

The Zernike polynomials are recommended for describing wave aberration functions over circu-
lar pupils with a unit radius. Individual terms or modes of a Zernike polynomial are mutually or-
thogonal over the unit circle and are easily normalized to form an orthonormal basis. Zernike
modes are conveniently expressed in either polar or rectangular coordinate reference
frames.

Rectangular coordinates are x any y both normalized to unit radius 1.

Polar coordinates (r,q) are normalized radius coordinate r and angular coordinate q, where
r=r/a with r as physical radial coordinate and a as the pupil radius.

The natural scheme for ordering of the Zernike modes is to use a double index corresponding
to the radial order n and angular frequency m as following equation.

n Radial Order

|m n Angular frequency

r normalized radial coordinate
q (0 .. 2π ) angular coordinate
r physical radial coordinate

a physical pupil radius

However, for numerical purposes it is useful to have a single-index scheme which allows the
Zernike coefficients to be written as a vector for use in linear algebra calculations. Numerous
schemes for ordering the Zernike modes have been proposed in the optics literature, each with
its own advantages and disadvantages.

146
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The following tables give the Zernike polynomials in Polar (Radial) and Cartesian coordinates of
order 0 to 4 according to the ANSI Standard Z80.28-210. 

Mode Order Frequency Norm Zernike Polynomial, Polar

1 0 0 1 1

2 1 -1 2 ρ*sin(θ)

3 1 +1 2 ρ*cos(θ)

4 2 -2 ρ2*sin(2θ)

5 2 0 2ρ2-1

6 2 +2 ρ2*cos(2θ)

7 3 -3 ρ3*sin(3θ)

8 3 -1 3ρ3*sin(θ)-2ρ*sin(θ)

9 3 +1 3ρ3*cos(θ)-2ρ*cos(θ)

10 3 +3 ρ3*cos(3θ)

11 4 -4 ρ4*sin(4θ)

12 4 -2 4ρ4*sin(2θ)-3ρ2*sin(2θ)

13 4 0 6ρ4 - 6ρ2 +1

14 4 +2 4ρ4*cos(2θ)-3ρ2*cos(2θ)

15 4 +4 ρ4*cos(4θ)

Mode Order Frequency Name Norm Zernike Polynomial, Cartesian

1 0 0 Piston 1 1

2 1 -1 Tip Y 2 y

3 1 +1 Tilt X 2 x

4 2 -2 Astigmatism ± 45° 2xy

5 2 0 Defocus 2x2 + 2y2 -1

6 2 +2 Astigmatism 0° / 90° x2 - y2

7 3 -3 Trefoil Y 3x2y -y3

8 3 -1 Coma X 3x2y + 3y3 - 2y

9 3 +1 Coma Y 3x3 + 3xy2 - 2x

10 3 +3 Trefoil x x3 - 3xy2

11 4 -4 Tetrafoil Y 4x3y - 4xy3

12 4 -2 Sec. Astig. Y 8x3y + 8xy3 - 6xy

13 4 0 Spher. Aberr. 3 6x4 + 12x2y2 + 6y4 - 6x2 - 6y2 +1

14 4 +2 Sec. Astig. X 4x4 - 4y4 - 3x2 + 3y2

15 4 +4 Tetrafoil X x4 - 6x2y2 + y4
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Normalization factor

A normalization factor ‘Norm’ is used to convert the orthogonal set of Zernike polynomials into a
set of orthonormal functions having a ‘Unity Variance’ which means that each normalized func-
tion has become a RMS variation of 1.  That is, the total measured wavefront variation across
the pupil for a particular mode is: WFS_Coefficient * Norm_Factor * Zernike function, where the
Zernike function variable is the normalized pupil dimension with origin at the center (i.e. x = dis-
tance from the origin in x direction  / pupil radius).

Zernikes and Optical Abberations

The next table illustrates the wavefront aberrations for Zernike functions of order 0 - 7 for all an-
gular frequencies.

 CC BY-SA 3.0

Zernike Term Shortcut Description

Z 1 - Piston

Z 2 - Tip Y

Z 3 - Tilt X

Z 4 Ast45 Astigmatism 45°

Z 5 Def Defocus

Z 6 Ast0 Astigmatism 0°

Z 7 TreY Trefoil Y

Z 8 ComX Coma X

Z 9 ComY Coma Y

Z 10 TreX Trefoil X

Z 11 TetY Tetrafoil Y

Z 12 SAstY Secondary Astigmatism Y

Z 13 SAb3 3rd Order Spherical Abberation

Z 14 SAstX Secondary Astigmatism X

Z 15 TetX Tetrafoil X
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8.6   Example Zernike Calculations

Example Tilt:

Q: How can the linear wavefront tilt in x direction be derived from a measured Zernike coeffi-
cient of Z3 = 0.1 µm at a pupil diameter of 4 mm?

A: With a normalization factor of 2 the wavefront shape WF(x) in Cartesian coordinates is:

WF(x) = 0.1 µm*2*x

Since the normalized x coordinate ranges from -1 to +1 within the unit circle, the maximum
wavefront deviation is therefore -0.2 µm at x = -1 and 0.2 µm at x = 1.

That is, we have a total tilt of 0.4 µm across the entire physical pupil diameter of 4 mm which
gives a tilt angle of 

arctan (0.4 µm / 4 mm) = 0.1 mrad = 0.0057 deg.

Example Defocus:

Q1: What peak-to-valley (PV) deformation corresponds to a Defocus term of Z5 = -1 µm?

A1: As the pure mathematical defocus formula (2r2 - 1) describes a concave wavefront, the

wavefront shape WF(r) in polar coordinates is:

WF(r r2-1)

Since the normalized radial coordinate r ranges from 0 to 1 and the spherical shape achieves
its minimum and maximum wavefront deviation at these points, the PV value is just the differ-
ence

PV=WF(r=0) – WF(r
This PV result is independent of the physical pupil diameter because it just describes the wave-
front deviation in z direction.

Q2: What Radius of Curvature (RoC) is related to this spherical wavefront when measured at
a pupil diameter of d = 3 mm?

A2: To convert the PV value into a RoC result, a standard mathematimatical circle function is
used. In literature [2]  under ‘Sagitta’ the following formula is given:

     

146
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Related to the spherical wavefront this formula is adapted to:

Since the second term PV/2 is much smaller than the RoC to be calculated, this term can be
omitted:

The remaining formula gives an RoC of (3 mm)2 / (8 * 3.46 * 10-3 mm) = 325 mm.
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8.7   Data Flow Chart

The following chart shows the data flow within the Wavefront Sensor software and the user
defined inputs and data outputs.

The brightness of the camera image is loop-controlled to ensure an optimal saturation level. 
The beam diameter and position are detected and are optionally used to define the instruments
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pupil area. Alternatively, the pupil data can be set by the operator.
The image is scanned for detectable spots that are generated by the microlenses and their pos-
itions are compared to reference positions. The user can select an internal or an user reference
table of spot positions.
Spot deviations are calculated and afterwards integrated in order to get a wavefront array which
is displayed in a 3D diagram. All valid spot deviations within the defined pupil region and the
desired number of Zernike orders / modes are input data to the Zernike fit that is used to fit the
measured wavefront by using well-known Zernike functions.
Output data are Zernike coefficients that are displayed numerically as well as in a bar graph
panel. 
The wavefront reconstruction is performed using all or a user-selected subset of the Zernike
modes.
The difference between measured and fitted wavefront data is available as well.

8.8   Troubleshooting

Software: Device Driver not found

When connecting the WFS30 or WFS40 to the PC, Windows may show an erroneous error-
message:

"The device driver software was not installed correctly"

In most cases, this error message can be ignored and you can proceed to use the WFS. In
case you can not access the WFS through the software, try de- and reinstalling the software. If
this problem cann ot be solved, please take screen shots of the error message and contact 
Thorlabs . We will be happy to help you. 147
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8.9   Drawings

8.9.1   Reference Plane

Calculated wavefront data are related to the reference plane of the sensor. This reference
plane is the location of the microlenses on the back face of the microlens array; its location "is
different for each Wavefront Sensor model and depends on parameters specific the particular
sensor head and installed MLA.

Model Reference Plane - Distance "x"

WFS20-5C 13.4 mm

WFS20-7AR 12.2 mm

WFS20-14AR  2.8 mm

WFS30-5C 13.7 mm

WFS30-7AR 12.6 mm

WFS30-14AR  3.3 mm

WFS40-5C 14.2 mm

WFS40-7AR 13.1 mm

WFS40-14AR  4.3 mm
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8.9.2   Drawing WFS20-5C
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8.9.3   Drawing WFS20-5C/M
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8.9.4   Drawing WFS20-7AR
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8.9.5   Drawing WFS20-7AR/M
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8.9.6   Drawing WFS20-14AR
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8.9.7   Drawing WFS20-14AR/M
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8.9.8   Drawing WFS20 Control Box
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8.9.9   Drawing WFS30-5C
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8.9.10   Drawing WFS30-5C/M
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8.9.11   Drawing WFS30-7AR
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8.9.12   Drawing WFS30-7AR/M
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8.9.13   Drawing WFS30-14AR
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8.9.14   Drawing WFS30-14AR/M
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8.9.15   Drawing WFS40-5C
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8.9.16   Drawing WFS40-5C/M
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8.9.17   Drawing WFS40-7AR
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8.9.18   Drawing WFS40-7AR/M
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8.9.19   Drawing WFS40-14AR
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8.9.20   Drawing WFS40-14AR/M
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8.10   Safety

 Attention 

The safety of any system incorporating the equipment is the responsibility of the assembler of
the system.

All statements regarding safety of operation and technical data in this instruction manual will
only apply when the unit is operated correctly as it was designed for.

The Wavefront Sensor must not be operated in explosion endangered environments!

Do not obstruct the air ventilation slots in the housing!

Do not remove covers! 

Do not open the cabinet. There are no parts serviceable by the operator inside!

This precision device is only serviceable if properly packed into the complete original packaging
including the plastic foam sleeves. If necessary, ask for replacement packaging. Refer servicing
to qualified personnel!

Only with written consent from Thorlabs may changes to single components be made or com-
ponents not supplied by Thorlabs be used. 

The instrument must only be operated with a duly shielded and low resistance USB cable de-
livered by Thorlabs. 

 Attention 

Prior to applying power to the Wavefront Sensor, make sure that the protective conductor of the
3 conductor mains power cord is correctly connected to the protective earth ground contact of
the socket outlet! Improper grounding can cause electric shock resulting in damage to your
health or even death!

Ensure that the line voltage setting of the fuse holder at the power supply agrees with your local
supply and that the corresponding fuses are inserted. If not, please change the line voltage set-
ting.

To avoid risk of fire, only the appropriate fuses for the corresponding line voltage must be used.

All modules must only be operated with duly shielded connection cables.

Users that change or modify the product described in this manual in a way not expressly ap-
proved by Thorlabs (party responsible for compliance) could void the user’s authority to operate
the equipment.

Thorlabs is not responsible for any radio television interference caused by modifications of this
equipment or the substitution or attachment of connecting cables and equipment other than
those specified by Thorlabs. The correction of interference caused by such unauthorized modi-
fication, substitution or attachment will be the responsibility of the user. 

 Attention 

The following statement applies to the products covered in this manual, unless otherwise spe-
cified herein. The statement for other products will appear in the respective accompanying doc-
umentation.

 Note:  This  equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B di-
gital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules and meets all requirements of the Canadian
Interference-Causing Equipment Standard ICES-003 for digital apparatus. These limits are de-
signed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation.
This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed
and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio commu-
nications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installa-
tion. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which
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can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct
the interference by one or more of the following measures:

· Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
· Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
· Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver

is connected.
· Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/T.V. technician for help.

Users that change or modify the product described in this manual in a way not expressly ap-
proved by Thorlabs (party responsible for compliance) could void the user’s authority to operate
the equipment.

Thorlabs GmbH is not responsible for any radio television interference caused by modifications
of this equipment or the substitution or attachment of connecting cables and equipment other
than those specified by Thorlabs. The correction of interference caused by such unauthorized
modification, substitution or attachment will be the responsibility of the user. 

The use of shielded I/O cables is required when connecting this equipment to any and all op-
tional peripheral or host devices. Failure to do so may violate FCC and ICES rules.

 Attention 

Mobile telephones, cellular phones or other radio transmitters are not to be used within the
range of three meters of this unit since the electromagnetic field intensity may then exceed the
maximum allowed disturbance values according to IEC 61326-1.

This product has been tested and found to comply with the limits according to IEC 61326-1 for
using connection cables shorter than 3 meters (9.8 feet).

 Warning 

Be careful when working with open laser beams. Follow the relevant laser safety regulations,
avoid skin irradiation and use laser protection glasses to protect your eyes!

Be sure to pay strict attention to the safety recommendations of the appropriate laser safety
class, as stated for the used light source.
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8.11   Certifications and Compliances
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8.12   Warranty

Thorlabs warrants material and production of the Wavefront Sensor for a period of 24 months
starting with the date of shipment. During this warranty period Thorlabs will see to defaults by
repair or by exchange if these are entitled to warranty. 

For warranty repairs or service the unit must be sent back to Thorlabs. The customer will carry
the shipping costs to Thorlabs, in case of warranty repairs Thorlabs will carry the shipping costs
back to the customer.

If no warranty repair is applicable the customer also has to carry the costs for back shipment.

In case of shipment from outside EU duties, taxes etc. which should arise have to be carried by
the customer.

Thorlabs warrants the hard- and/or software determined by Thorlabs for this unit to operate
fault-free provided that they are handled according to our requirements. However, Thorlabs
does not warrant a fault free and uninterrupted operation of the unit, of the software or firmware
for special applications nor this instruction manual to be error free. Thorlabs is not liable for
consequential damages.

Restriction of Warranty

The warranty mentioned before does not cover errors and defects being the result of improper
treatment, software or interface not supplied by us, modification, misuse or operation outside
the defined ambient stated by us or unauthorized maintenance.

Further claims will not be consented to and will not be acknowledged. Thorlabs does explicitly
not warrant the usability or the economical use for certain cases of application. 

Thorlabs reserves the right to change this instruction manual or the technical data of the de-
scribed unit at any time. 
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8.13   Copyright and Exclusion of Reliability

Thorlabs has taken every possible care in preparing this document. We however assume no li-
ability for the content, completeness or quality of the information contained therein. The content
of this document is regularly updated and adapted to reflect the current status of the hardware
and/or software. We furthermore do not guarantee that this product will function without errors,
even if the stated specifications are adhered to.

Under no circumstances can we guarantee that a particular objective can be achieved with the
purchase of this product.

Insofar as permitted under statutory regulations, we assume no liability for direct damage, indir-
ect damage or damages suffered by third parties resulting from the purchase of this product. In
no event shall any liability exceed the purchase price of the product.

Please note that the content of this document is neither part of any previous or existing agree-
ment, promise, representation or legal relationship, nor an alteration or amendment thereof. All
obligations of Thorlabs result from the respective contract of sale, which also includes the com-
plete and exclusively applicable warranty regulations. These contractual warranty regulations
are neither extended nor limited by the information contained in this document. Should you re-
quire further information on this product, or encounter specific problems that are not discussed
in sufficient detail in the document, please contact your local Thorlabs dealer or system in-
staller.

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced, transmitted or translated to another
language, either as a whole or in parts, without the prior written permission of Thorlabs.

Copyright © Thorlabs 2018. All rights reserved.
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8.14   List of Acronyms

The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in this manual:

3D 3 Dimensional
AD Analog to Digital
AOI Area Of Intererst
CW Continuous Wave
DFB Distributed Feedback
DSP Digital Signal Processor
EC European Community
EU European Union
FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array
FPS Frames per Second
FWHM Full Width Half Maximum
GUI Graphical User Interface
MLA Microlens Array
ND Neutral Density
NI National Instruments
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
PC Personal Computer
PCB Printed Circuit Board
PoCL Power over Camera Link
PV Peak to Valley
RMS Root Mean Square
RoC Radius of Curvature
RoHS Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical 

and Electronic Equipment 
VISA® Virtual Instrument Software Architecture 
USB Universal Serial Bus
WFS Wavefront Sensor

8.15   Literature

[1] ANSI Z80.28-2010 Ophthalmics - Methods of Reporting Optical Aberrations of Eyes:

ANSI eStandards

[2] Wikipedia - Circle: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle (Creative Commons Attribution -
ShareAlike 3.0 Unported [CC BY-SA 3.0])

http://webstore.ansi.org/RecordDetail.aspx?sku=ANSI+Z80.28-2010
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zernike_polynomials
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8.16   Thorlabs Worldwide Contacts and WEEE policy

US

A, Canada, and South America

Thorlabs, Inc.
56 Sparta Avenue
Newton, NJ 07860
USA
Tel: 973-300-3000
Fax: 973-300-3600
www.thorlabs.com
www.thorlabs.us (West Coast)
Email: sales@thorlabs.com
Support: techsupport@thorlabs.com

UK and Ireland
Thorlabs Ltd.
1 Saint Thomas Place, Ely
Cambridgeshire CB7 4EX
United Kingdom
Tel:  +44-1353-654440
Fax: +44-1353-654444
www.thorlabs.com
Email: sales.uk@thorlabs.com
Support: techsupport.uk@thorlabs.com

Europe
Thorlabs GmbH
Hans-Böckler-Str. 6
85221 Dachau
Germany
Tel:  +49-8131-5956-0
Fax: +49-8131-5956-99
www.thorlabs.de
Email: europe@thorlabs.com

Scandinavia
Thorlabs Sweden AB
Bergfotsgatan 7
431 35 Mölndal
Sweden
Tel:  +46-31-733-30-00
Fax: +46-31-703-40-45
www.thorlabs.com
Email: scandinavia@thorlabs.com

France
Thorlabs SAS
109, rue des Côtes
78600 Maisons-Laffitte
France
Tel:  +33-970 444 844
Fax: +33-825 744 800
www.thorlabs.com
Email: sales.fr@thorlabs.com

Brazil
Thorlabs Vendas de Fotônicos Ltda.
Rua Riachuelo, 171
São Carlos, SP 13560-110
Brazil
Tel: +55-16-3413 7062
Fax: +55-16-3413 7064
www.thorlabs.com
Email: brasil@thorlabs.com

Japan
Thorlabs Japan, Inc.
3-6-3 Kitamachi
Nerima-ku, Tokyo 179-0081
Japan 
Tel:  +81-3-6915-7701
Fax: +81-3-6915-7716
www.thorlabs.co.jp
Email: sales@thorlabs.jp

China
Thorlabs China
Room A101, No. 100
Lane 2891, South Qilianshan Road
Putuo District
Shanghai 200331
China
Tel:  +86-21-60561122
Fax: +86-21-32513480
www.thorlabs.com
Email: chinasales@thorlabs.com

Thorlabs verifies our compliance with the WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equip-
ment) directive of the European Community and the corresponding national laws. Ac-
cordingly, all end users in the EC may return “end of life” Annex I category electrical and
electronic equipment sold after August 13, 2005 to Thorlabs, without incurring disposal
charges. Eligible units are marked with the crossed out “wheelie bin” logo (see right),
were sold to and are currently owned by a company or institute within the EC, and are
not dissembled or contaminated. Contact Thorlabs for more information. Waste treat-
ment is your own responsibility. “End of life” units must be returned to Thorlabs or
handed to a company specializing in waste recovery. Do not dispose of the unit in a litter
bin or at a public waste disposal site. 

http://www.thorlabs.com
http://www.thorlabs.us
mailto:sales@thorlabs.com
mailto:techsupport@thorlabs.com
http://www.thorlabs.com
mailto:sales.uk@thorlabs.com
mailto:techsupport.uk@thorlabs.com
http://www.thorlabs.de
mailto:europe@thorlabs.com
http://www.thorlabs.com
mailto:scandinavia@thorlabs.com
http://www.thorlabs.com
mailto:sales.fr@thorlabs.com
http://www.thorlabs.com
mailto:brasil@thorlabs.com
http://www.thorlabs.jp
mailto:sales@thorlabs.jp
http://www.thorlabs.com
mailto:chinasales@thorlabs.com
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Index
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113angular frequency

31AOI

31Area Of Interest

25Averages

  B  

70Beam Alignment

48Beam Data

70Beam Size

61Beam View Panel

61Beamview Configuration

25Black Level

  C  
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48Calibration

43Calibration Menu

25Camera Image Size

25Camera Settings

35Cancel Average Wavefront
Tilt

35Cancel Wavefront Tilt

107Chrome mask

29Circular
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12Coordinate Definitions

12coordinate system

  D  
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41, 76, 80DataSocket

41DataSocket Configuration

76DataSocket server

76DataSocket Server
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63Default 3D View

24Default Setup Parameters

63Default Top View

63Difference
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40Disable Graphics

48Display

40Display Graphics (time
consuming)

47Display Menu

  E  

41, 78Enable basic data

41, 78Enable centroid data

41, 78Enable wavefront data

73Error List

73Errors

88Exchanging the Microlens
Arrays

25Exposure time

  F  

48File

22File Menu

76Firewall

76Firewall configuration

48Fit Error

38Fit up to Zernike Order

48Fourier constants

  G  

25Gain

21Graphical User Interface

21GUI

  H  

25Hardware Trigger

48Help

47Help Menu

57High Speed Mode

38Highest order in Fourier and
Optometric calculations

25Highspeed Mode

89Hot Pixel

  I  

25Image Averages

35Internal reference
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  L  

29Limit to Pupil Interior

51Lineview Configuration

51Lineview Panel

113Literature

76Live data exchange

41Local DataSocket server

  M  

113Malacara

25Master Gain

63Measured

48Measurement

22Measurement File
Preferences

43Measurement Menu

48Measurement results

73Measurement Warnings and
Errors

48Menu

22Menu Bar

111Micro D-Sub jack

35Microlens Array Selection

107Microlens Data

35microns

40Miscellaneous

35MLA / Wavefront

107MLA150-5C

107MLA150-7AR

38Mode selection for wavefront
reconstruction

  N  

25Noise Cut Level

113Normalization factor

  O  

67Omit Piston + Tip + Tilt

113Optical Abberations

48Optometric constants

  P  

38Peak to Valley

88Pickup-Tool

46, 72plane wavefront

113Polar coordinates

113polar or rectangular
coordinate

29Pupil Center

29Pupil Definition

29Pupil Definitions

29Pupil Diameter

38, 48PV

  R  

113radial order

48Radius of Curvature

63Reconstructed

113Rectangular coordinates

120Reference Plane

120Reference Position

10Reference Spot Positions

10Reference Spotfield

Right-hand coordinate
system (x

z) 12

48RMS

48RMS Variations

38RMS wavefront distortions

67RMS wavefront variations

48RoC

  S  

40Sample Rate

40Sat%

41Separate DataSocket server

69Serial Number

24, 48Setup

23Setup Menu

24Setup Panel

70Show Image Axes

29, 70Show Pupil

67Show RMS wavefront
variations in Zernike orders

107Specifications of the
MLA150 Series

44, 72spherical wavefront

53Spotfield Configuration

53Spotfield Panel

  T  

76TCP/IP network
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35Tilt

48Toolbar

111Trigger Cable CAB-DCU-T2

111Trigger Input

  U  

29, 70Use Beam Centroid

29Use Beam Width

35User Calibrated Reference

44, 46User Calibration

35user reference file

  V  

69Version Information

  W  

73Warnings

35Wavefront

48Wavefront data

63Wavefront Graph
Configuration

63Wavefront Panel

38wavefront reconstruction

35Wavefront Reference

25wavefront resolution

24Wavefront Sensor Setup

24Wavefront Sensor Setup
Panel

35Wavefront Unit

35Wavelength

35waves

7WFS kits

80WFS Receiver

80WFS_Receiver example
program

48wRMS

  Z  

67Zernike Bar Graph
Configuration

67Zernike Coefficients Panel

38, 113Zernike Fit

48, 113Zernike Modes

38Zernike Order

113Zernike Polynomial,
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